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Brown v. Board ofEducation, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), brought great hopes to
African-American parents that their vision for getting quality education for their children
would be realized through equal access, resources, and outcomes in public schools. After
50 years of educational reforms to bring parity to traditionally underserved children,
almost all of the data indicate that, on the average, public schools do not serve African-
American students well. Possible evidence of the public school failure phenomena is the
achievement gap between African-American and other students. The most striking
response to this gross underachievement is the establishment of independent schools by
African-Americans. The Clara Mohammed Schools (CMS) are independent Islamic
schools established by African-American Muslims.
This quantitative research used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) to analyze the survey data collected from 204 parent respondents who chose CMS
for their children during the 2004-2005 school year. The statistical procedures included
Pearson Correlation, Frequency, Factor Analysis, and Multiple Regression. The
Reliability test indicated that all ten of the survey components were reliable and
constructed of similar measure.
Pearson Correlation tested CMS factors and parent demographic variables. Those
variables included: religion, school climate, culturally infused curriculum, academic
excellence, identity (African-American), community and parent involvement, character
and leadership development, affordable tuition, teacher quality, satisfaction with the
quality and operation of CMS, and the parents' religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender,
age range, K-12 school-type attended, income, and highest education level attained.
Seven of the 10 null hypotheses were rejected indicating that parents were overall
satisfied with the quality and operation of the CMS they had chosen.
Multiple Regression was used to test the design model where satisfaction with
the quality and operation of CMS is the dependent variable and all other variables were
treated as independent variables to determine which independent variable are predictors
of importance and satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS. Character and
leadership development and highest education level tend to explain satisfaction with the
quality and operation of Clara Mohammed Schools significantly.
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Is education a human right? While many people believe the wisdom of the
founding fathers would have lead them to include education as a human right in the
United States Constitution, most forget that religious organizations independently
established and maintained schools for the first 100 hundred years in America. Harris,
Kamhi, and Pollack (2001) set the record straight, stating that the U.S. Constitution did
not specifically address education as a human right; it was, instead, deferred to the
individual states. When states enacted statutes mandating school attendance, education
became a shared right and a responsibility between parents and local governing districts.
Cutler (2000) wrote in The 150-year Strugglefor Control in American Education, that
what began as an informal social contract between the home and school has now grown
into a legalistic and bureaucratic relationship. In fact, parents can be fined and arrested if
they do not make sure their school-aged children receive an education. Education is a
right in America and it is compulsory in most states to the age of 16.
Parents, on the other hand, have rights. Some parents exercise their political
rights and hold the state and local educational governance responsible for the quality of
education their children receive under their charge. Some parents, seeking to empower
themselves with educational choice, have used the courts to define the extent of their
parental rights. In a quest for quality public schooling, African-American parents have
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struggled all the way to the Supreme Court for their children's fundamental human right
to educational access and equity.
Historically, the most significant United States Supreme Court case that changed
the direction of public education in America was Brown v. Board ofEducation, 347 U.S.
483 (1954). The main purpose of Brown was to eliminate inequality in the distribution of
educational resources. The American Bar Association-Division for Public Education
(2003), publisher of a Dialog on Brown v. Board ofEducation, reported that African-
American families from four states: Kansas, Delaware, South Carolina, and Virginia,
demonstrated acts of courage when they made legal appeals against unequal segregated
schools in the midst of local resistance and hostility. These appeals collectively forced
states to address gross educational inequities African-American children were suffering
in public school. What were these parents seeking 50 years ago? What kind of education
are African-American parents seeking in the 21st Century? Fuller (2002) said parents are
seeking educational choice that yields quality and the ultimate fulfillment of the
American dream.
Unfortunately, 50 years of efforts by both federal and state governments to
develop and maintain public schools to better meet the needs of underserved
communities, has yielded limited educational outcomes among African-American
students. Proficient levels of achievement in core academic areas have not been
prevalent among African-American students. In fact, many are performing below basic
levels in math and reading. Jones (2002) asserted that research indicates that reading
below basic levels at the fourth grade has devastating effects on educational achievement.
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In the June 2004 edition of the Journal ofAmerican History -Round Table: Brown v.
Board ofEducation, Fifty years After, Clayborne, a contributing author, stated "The
Brown decision's most significant deficiency is its failure to address the concerns of the
majority of African-American students" (p. 26).
Shujaa (1996), editor of the book Beyond Desegregation the Politics ofQuality in
African-American Schooling, reported three failed generations of desegregation. The first
generation failed to stop and eliminate physical segregation. The second generation
failed in its attempt to eliminate inequalities within schools, where the gross use of low
academic tracking and high special education placement of African-American children
was a normal practice. Finally, the third generation failed to achieve equal learning
opportunities and outcomes for all students. Denbo and Beauliea (2002) concluded that
the underachievement of African-American students, even into the 21st century, was
related to school organization and inequitable practices.
African-American parents may be envisioning the school climate Ron Edmonds
articulated in the Effective School Model he proposed in the late 1970s. Pollard and
Ajirotutu (2000) described an approach to better serve African-American children:
A strong committed principal is key, strong emphasis on academic
achievement (self esteem and confidence would follow), teachers with
high expectations, stable staff, principal and teachers perceived as
surrogate parents and mutual respect—students to adults, adults to
children—children should feel at home, parents and community members
should feel welcome in the school, minimal interference from politics,
unions/government, clear vision, a thoroughly grounded program infused
with cultural pride, (p. 7)
Parents have been on school board and court records for decades advocating their
right to select educational options for their children. Parents' rights regarding the
education of their children were affirmed in the justices' deliberation of the U. S.
Supreme Court case, Pierce v Society ofSisters 268 U.S. 510 (1925): "The child is not
the mere creature of the State, those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right
coupled with the high duty to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations." This
case specifically ruled that parents could choose either public or private instruction for
their children. In this case, Catholic sisters were victorious in moving the choice agenda
forward, advocating on behalf of parents their right to nonpublic educational options for
their children. Catholic schools have used the political process for decades to address the
needs of children, both Catholic and non-Catholic. While the Catholic Church may view
it as part of their mission to keep the school doors open to poor urban families, some
identify such efforts as part of the public versus private school debate.
Although the early 20th century was an era of public school establishment and
expansion, that offered free schooling to all Americans, many parents still preferred
nonpublic independent schools. This was also a period when many African-Americans
were seeking freedom from a brutal Jim Crow society that denied them their human
rights. During this time, an African-American Muslim parent challenged the school
officials of Detroit and withheld her children from what she perceived to be an inferior
public school. Sister Clara Muhammad, a woman in the freedom movement, stood firm
and home schooled her children and the children in her community in the early 1930s.
This mother's efforts led to the establishment of independent schools in many urban
cities throughout America, which emphasized academic excellence and special attention
on morality, spirituality, humanity, family and community responsibility as noted in
Sister Clara Mohammed School and University of Islam Alumni (SCMS & UOI, 2001).
African-American Muslims pioneered the establishment of Islamic schools in America
(Muhammad, 1998; Rashid & Muhammad, 1992). They addressed a sense of urgency to
correct the ills produced by enslavement and Jim Crow. Their motto of "do for self
produced pride of accomplishment and racial dignity in the African-American
community.
Education in America evolved from purely private religious origins to a dual
system of public and private schools. Teachers' unions are at the forefront of many legal
battles to keep all of the public's educational resources solely for government schools.
Private schools have had to sustain their institutions independent of any substantial public
support. In the past, parents bore the full financial expense for their children's nonpublic
education. Many private religious schools strive to keep their tuition modest so as to
make it more affordable for moderate-income families; seeking to fulfill their mission to
educate all children in their charge with high curriculum standards and high expectations.
Catholic schools have educated the majority of children in private schools.
Schroeder (1997) and the National Commission on Excellence (1983) reported that
African-American children educated in inner city Catholic schools have higher test scores
than blacks in public school. Catholic parents have given various reasons for choosing
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Catholic schools. Among them are: quality teaching, good discipline, and college
preparation. Given the duration of the crisis in public education, especially among
African-American students attending inner-city public schools, the U.S. Supreme Court
listened intently to both sides of the public vs. private school debate in Cleveland, Ohio.
The foundation of most arguments for not financially supporting families whose
children attend independent schools have been on the grounds of the United States
Constitutional Clause—The Separation ofChurch and State. Since many private schools
are religious schools, the lack of financial support hurts these schools and their families
the most. Today, African-American and Hispanic children are becoming the majority
population in many urban private schools. These private religious schools educate
millions of American children and have fought the public school teachers' unions in the
court to have the revenues collected from the public restructured. Catholic schools have
been at the forefront of these legal battles. The achievement-gap, primarily in urban
public schools where minorities live, has been a grave concern of African-American
parents for decades. The general public is beginning to support these parental concerns.
According to the executive summary of the 36th Annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup
Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools (2004), public opinion can have
a powerful impact on shaping the initiatives and strategies that drive the improvement of
schools seeking to better meet the needs of a changing society. The majority of those
polled from 2002-2004 continue to believe that there is a racial achievement gap in public
schools and that it is the school's responsibility to close it. The great majority polled do
not believe schools cause the gap in achievement. They feel the home and community
environments are the dominant contributors. Educational institutions are granted
tremendous resources for schooling. Additionally, most Americans value a first class
public education system. These factors may be the major reasons the majority of those
polled hold public schools accountable for closing the racial gap in achievement.
Even though the 2004 Gallup Poll showed less than a majority (42%) in favor of
allowing parents to choose publicly-funded private schools of choice for their children,
the high Court over ruled this opinion; thereby broadening school choice opportunities
for low-income families. The U. S. Supreme Court in Zelman vs. Simmons-Harris
No.00.1.75 (2002) ruled 5-4 in favor of an Ohio law that allowed 4,000 poor children in
Cleveland to use vouchers for private secular and parochial schools. The Supreme Court,
in essence, declared that the Cleveland, Ohio case does not constitute the establishment
of religion and therefore, does not violate the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution.
Comer (1997) in his book, Waitingfor a Miracle: Why Schools Can't Solve Our
Problems and How We Can, presented flaws in the American meritocracy philosophy.
However, Comer (as cited in Denbo et al., 2002) went on to proclaim that, "The United
States probably comes closer to creating the "good society" than any society of its
complexity in the history of the world" (p. 3). The exercise of political rights is perhaps
the most strategic way to maintain freedom in a democratic society. African-Americans
in their historical quest for quality education remain at the forefront (Burns, 1997).
Milwaukee's Clara Muhammad School, an Islamic-based school established over
30 years ago, was the only school from the state of Wisconsin to participate in a rally
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supporting the Cleveland voucher program at the U. S. Capitol on February 20, 2002
(Hill & Shaheed, 2002; Schulhofer-Wohl, 2002). Milwaukee's voucher program for
low-income families was approved by the Wisconsin State Supreme Court and included
religious school options. Governor McCllum of Wisconsin decided to help Ohio by
entering the Cleveland Supreme Court case as a "Friend of the Court."
Clara Mohammed School of Milwaukee raised funds to send twenty-nine students
to the United States Capitol joining educators, teachers, and other students from different
parts of the country lobbying in favor of the Cleveland case. Media coverage of a
citizenship series called Knowing Your Citizenship Rights and Responsibilities, initiated
by CMS's principal and director, attracted local newspapers to profile the school which
led to additional sponsors for the trip (Muslim Journal, 2002). The media felt this lesson
on the American political process was newsworthy, especially coming from a private
religious school that served families using vouchers. According to the principal,
Basimah Abdullah, the lesson on democracy and the political process that students
learned in school and the nation's capital were indeed quality educational experiences
(Fonder, 2002).
Risk (2002) examined perceptions and concerns Jules Henry first proposed in his
book Culture Against Men, written in the turbulent 1960s, that may still be critical
questions to think about today:
What does being in school mean to children? What does schooling
actually do for and to students? What do events in the classroom do to
students? How do teachers shape and direct some of the children toward
academic success and others toward academic failure? What value and
worth are given children in schools based on their class and color? (p. 11)
Bonsteel (1997) presented another perspective of school climate:
For those who would build a better world, the central issue is
community... The most important attribute of any school is the student's
experience of community: that feeling of belonging, the camaraderie of
learning and the knowledge that not only are the teachers there for them,
but their families are also involved and will be heard, (p. 155, 157)
Dr. Laila Hasan (2004), who chairs the special committee under the leadership of
Imam W. Deen Mohammed's ministry—the Mosque Cares Office of Education,
identified one of the committee's tasks which is to advance education for Clara
Mohammed Schools by examining new perspectives on education. In December 2004 at
an educational conference held in Memphis, Tennessee, Hasan explained that there is an
urgent need to infuse education with a new paradigm different from thefactory model
and replace it with one that honors the "voice" and culture of the learner. She suggested
to an audience of Clara Mohammed School teachers, administrators, parents, spiritual
leaders, and supporters that they consider moving students to the center of pedagogical
practice to advance humanity.
Janice Hale (1994), author of Unbank the Fire: Visionsfor the Education of
African-American Children, recommended that African-American children be given
quality education through stellar academic instruction which is intellectually stimulating,
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intrinsically motivating, and interesting in an educational environment that does not have
the veneer of a penal institution.
Some assumptions for this study are:
1. The majority of African-American children may not succeed in urban public
schools until certain supports are provided.
2. Those supports might include specific methods, strategies, curricula, and
environments.
3. Successful models of those specific supports and structures may be found in
independent religious schools operated by African-Americans, such as the
Clara Mohammed Schools in urban communities.
4. Given the state of African-American education in urban communities those
models are worth investigating.
The study, Dare to Choose: Parental Choice at Independent Neighborhood
Schools, Ratteray and Shujaa (1996) and Ratteray (1998), investigated some possible
models and defined them as independent community-based schools:
Independent community-based schools are schools created by parents,
teachers, community organizations, churches and mosques, primarily from
African-American communities. They provide foundations for spiritual,
intellectual, cultural, and social progress in African-American
communities in cities across America. They are a part of a legacy of
community building in the context of community needs. They rely largely
on tuition from parents, many whom live on low-to-moderate incomes. In
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most instances, they have been created out of a deep social need to rescue
youth immediately from negative learning environments and place them in
settings where they can flourish academically, spiritually culturally and
socially. They remain at the forefront of change, (p. 3)
Rationale
African-American parents are pursuing a quality educational experience for their
school age children at religious schools in urban communities and Clara Mohammed
Schools is among their schools of choice. Quality may be a factor in parental choice,
perceptions and satisfaction. Clara Mohammed Schools have decades of success in
educating children in urban communities and are seen as providers of quality curricula,
values, and environments that enable children to succeed in school and in the American
society at large. Little research has been conducted on Clara Mohammed Schools.
Urban schools that successfully educate African-American children and have parents who
are satisfied with the quality and operation of the institution merits an investigation.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to add to the body of research on the Clara
Mohammed Schools. The focus ofthe study is to determine if a relationship exists
between African-American parents' perceptions and satisfaction with the quality and
operation of Clara Mohammed Schools and the independent variables: religion, school
climate, culturally infused curricula, academic excellence, character and leadership
development, identity, community and parent involvement, tuition, teacher quality,
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satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS, and parent demographic variables:
parents' religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type, income,
and highest education level. Clara Mohammed Schools from different U. S. geographic
regions were chosen which had similar demographics: urban Islamic full-time schools
established twenty-five years or longer with a track record of successfully serving
African-American students and families. This study used a Likert scale to determine the
relationship between parent's satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools and the
independent and moderating variables.
Clara Mohammed School (CMS) is a network of Islamic schools connected with
communities of African-American Muslims who identify W. Deen Mohammed as their
leader (Koetzsch, 1997). Imam W. Deen Mohammed established The Mosque Cares,
Inc., Office of Education, Special Committee and one of their goals is to maintain a
continuous dialog among educators to evolve CMS's national educational framework and
process (El-Amin, 2004). This committee is made up of educational scholars and
practitioners from different U.S. geographic regions as this researcher observed from
attending the following national education workshops on the following days in the
specified locations: May 15, 2004 in Corona, New York; September 4, 2004 in Chicago,
Illinois; and December 11,2004 in Memphis, Tennessee.
According to Karriem-Rushdan (2004), school climate and culture that honors the
Creator first and respects the dignity of each student and family remains paramount. The
school is open to all students regardless of race, religion, and national origin.
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A dearth of research exists on the Clara Mohammed Schools. Yet, these schools
have been recognized for successfully educating African-American children in urban
centers for decades while schools with far greater resources have experienced a severe
learning achievement gap. Today, incarceration rates exceed college enrollment for
black males. Therefore, it is paramount that models of success for educating African-
American children be investigated.
Over the last 50 years, many expected the landmark Supreme Court case, Brown
v. the Board ofEducation, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) and the tremendous resources that poured
into urban schools to have closed the racial achievement gap. Yet in the 21st century, it
appears as though the majority of African-American children are still not being served
well in urban public schools. Some parents with a vision of a quality K-12 educational
experience for their children have considered nonpublic options. The majority choose
religious schools. Among the private urban inner city religious schools parents have
chosen are the Clara Mohammed Schools.
This initial study seeks to determine if there is a relationship between African-
American parents' satisfaction with select school characteristics and parent demographics
at the Clara Mohammed Schools they have chosen for the 2004-2005 school year. The
late Joan Davis Ratteray (1998) said, "African-Americans have a tradition of developing
independent educational institutions essential to the survival of their communities and its
purpose is rooted in their ideas of liberty" (p. 4).
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Background of the Problem
The historical Brown v. Board ofEducation, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) ushered in a
proliferation of public education reforms unprecedented in the history of America.
African-American parents were elated and their vision was restored for the opportunity of
their children to get a quality education. Beginning in the 1950s, African-American
parents tried desegregation to gain quality education. In the 1960s, the federal
government instituted the Compensatory Education Act, the Civil Rights Act, the
Elementary and Secondary Act and its Chapter I to compensate children who were
disadvantaged by inequities and racism. Those programs were milestones because they
sought to bring urban public schools up to par with their suburban counterparts by
increasing educational funding to schools with large populations of families living in
poverty.
In the 1960s, when the "honeymoon" of Brown ended, the African-American
community was left with the reality that many black teachers and administrators had been
fired or transported to the suburbs. Their children were not necessarily receiving the
equitable education Brown had promised. The black community was outraged and began
to protest for community control of the schools in their neighborhoods. The outcry, in
addition to poor achievement, was that public schools were culturally insensitive and the
curriculum and textbooks were not recognizing African-Americans for their contributions
to America and world civilization. Parents argued that negative portrayals of African-
Americans in the curriculum eroded the self-esteem of their children. Public schools
made efforts to address those concerns with curriculum and textbook changes.
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The reform pendulum continued to sway in the 1970s and public schools faced
with demands from the African-American community saw a rise in African-centered
education, later to be consumed by multi-cultural education. Decentralization and site-
based management was the educational reform in vogue during this period. Edmonds
(1979) introduced his principles for Effective Schools that were designed to show that no
matter what socio-economic background students come to school with, inner-city
children could gain similar educational outcomes as suburban children if the right method
is used. The 1970s and 1980s was a time when parents were not convinced that the
educational reforms were meeting their children's or family's needs. Parents literally
took education into their own hands. They home schooled their children in record
numbers, coalitions of citizens petitioned for more school choice options inside and
outside of public school, parents-teachers-administrators submitted charters to pubic
school districts to establish charter schools, privatization of schools emerged, and magnet
schools sought to pick up where desegregation left off. This led up to the Educate
America Act and Goals 2000.
Goals 2000 addressed issues like teacher quality, safety, violence, drugs, parent
involvement, and having children enter school ready to learn. Overall, Goals 2000 was a
collective politically lead effort to improve American public schools dramatically by the
21st century. The reforms were designed to graduate students prepared to live and work
in a technologically advanced economy. African-American children in public schools
improved in the 1970s and 1980s, but began to lose ground in the 1990s.
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In the National Education Goals Report (1997) entitled Building a Nation of
Learners, it was reported that African-Americans had greater disparities in Science,
History, Geography, and Mathematics than Caucasian and Hispanic students in grades 4,
6, and 12. In 1992, disparities in college completion for African-American students were
16% and Hispanic students were 15% when compared to whites. In addition, the Goals
Report (1998) stated another alarming trend of student and teacher victimization—that in
37 states teachers said class disruptions continued to interfere with teaching.
The 1990s' educational reforms concentrated on school, teacher, and student
accountability by emphasizing standards, close measurement of students' progress, public
reporting of school achievement (both individual school and racial group status reports
became common), along with high stakes graduation exit tests. The achievement gap
between Caucasians and other students grew and the disparities in education became
evident. These concerns lead to new legislation in hopes of educating all children: they
were the Educate America Act, Leave No Child Behind Act, and No Child Left Behind
Act.
Kurt L. Schmoke (1999), former mayor of Baltimore, said that the struggle for
education equity would be the new millennium's civil rights mission. Vigilant groups
protested in the dawning of the 21st century claiming some groups of students were being
unfairly punished. California for Justice (2003) petitioned and won state approval to
delay the California High School Exit Exam until spring 2006 and charged schools with
inequity and limiting access to quality education for African-American, Latino, and
English learners.
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Brown deliberations gave hope to millions at the same time it infuriated millions.
The Supreme Court so eloquently stated the importance of a child's education on his/her
future survival when the Justices said,
It is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life
if he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such opportunity, where
the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right [which] that must be made
available to all on equal terms. (Brown v Board ofEducation, 347 U. S.
483, 1954)
While Brown (1954) had the potential to change the American social structure and
impact the quality of public education, African-Americans paid a heavy price. According
to Risk (1979), the Brown decision brought physical attacks on African-American
students, bussing of mainly African-American children into schools where Caucasian
students were in the majority, closing some public schools with African-American
majorities, and firing or moving many black teachers and administrators to the suburbs
were some of the costs African-Americans paid for Brown. Desegregation devastated
many African-Americans' connection with public schools as an extension of the
community.
Since Brown, African-American parents have had difficulty controlling the
academic, social, and cultural influences on their children in most public schools. The
achievement gap continues to widen, states continue to grapple with the issues of
inequality in taxation and per pupil expenditures, and some feel increased testing does not
necessarily result in the quality education Brown promised. Parents are exercising the
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option of selecting independent schools as a solution to the underachievement,
diminished spiritual, cultural and ethnic identity they perceive their children are
experiencing in public schools. Ratteray (1998) described independent neighborhood
schools as symbols of triumphant parenthood in the African-American community.
Statement of the Problem
Many African-Americans believe formal education is a vehicle to personal
advancement and community improvement (Wishniesky, 2001). However, there exists
some barriers in the education of its youth that African-Americans must overcome to
achieve individual and group success. Marian Wright Edelman (2002) of the Children's
Defense Fund, cited some alarming statistics that reveal a great challenge African-
Americans face in acquiring the "American dream" individually or collectively. Edelman
reported that an African-American boy has a 1 in 7 chance of never graduating from high
school, while an African-American girl has a 1 in 8 chance. Jay Green (2001) reported
that 16 of the largest 50 school districts in the United States were not able to graduate
over 50% of their black students. When statistics of educational attainment are
contrasted with incarceration, a disturbing profile on African-American youth emerges.
Edelman (2002) stated a black boy has a 1 in 13 chance of going to prison before he is 20
and a black girl has a 1 in 28 chance of going to prison before she dies. Marian Wright
Edelman equated these statistics with a socioeconomic death sentence and moral disaster
for the African-American community.
Noguera (2000), former professor of the Harvard University Graduate School of
Education, now at New York University, agreed that high incarceration is a key factor
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among many environmental and cultural factors influencing poor academic achievement
among African-Americans, particularly males.
Schools are the primary focus of attention because they are the institutions that
society invests human, material, and financial resources to carry out the important task of
preparing each new generation to maintain and advance humanity. Thus, this critical
problem of underachievement of children in public schools is not only a problem for their
future but could have a great impact on America as a leader in the world. The lens by
which many other countries set their standards comes from America. The state of
California is a major trendsetter. Los Angeles County is one of the most diverse counties
in the United States. The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) is the second
largest school district in the United States, with over 720,000 students of which 93,000 or
12.8% are African-American. LAUSD released a report in the spring of 2001 that
revealed high rates of failure among African-American students. A coalition of African-
American educators and community leaders responded with a resolution to the school
board to have factors causing the underachievement of African-American students
addressed and plans adopted to solve the learning dilemma. Dr. Genethia Hayes, then
presiding president of the school board presented Board Rule 72 in June 2001, which
stated:
Data demonstrates that African-American students in LAUSD are not
receiving instruction that produces high academic achievement; and the
allocation of staff and resources do not occur in an equitable manner to
address their needs; African-American students' strengths are treated as
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deficits, resulting in a deficit-laden model of instruction; and educational
research on teaching and learning have not been implemented in a
culturally relevant manner. (LAUSD Board Rule 72,2001)
The resolution was approved and the superintendent appointed a steering committee to
follow up with an action plan and timelines recommending how to eliminate the
disparities in educational outcomes for African-American students.
It appears that the African-American community has formed coalitions between
parents, educators, community leaders and organizations to study the learning problems
their children are experiencing in public school, to propose solutions, and to advocate
justice. The Association of African-American Professionals, Inc. may be one such group.
They held an educational forum on October 17,2003, at the University of Southern
California, where an action plan was presented. One of their sessions entitled, Equity and
Achievement: The Role ofFamily and Community in K-12 Education stated their purpose
is to help communities identify how schools are doing and how to increase and sustain
family involvement. Dr. Lawrence Moore, a former LAUSD administrator, presented a
response to the African-American Student's Resolution (Board Rule 72, June 2001) in a
draft entitled An Action Planfor a Culturally Relevant Education that Benefits African-
American Students and All Other Students. The draft had a concluding summary called a
five-point Equitable Education System.
In a recent effort to close the achievement gap between African-American youth
and others, a recent study of an intervention program in the Los Angeles Unified School
District supported previous research that student achievement is enhanced by parental
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involvement. Specifically, Coleman-Merritt (2004) agreed with previous research
(Dauber & Epstein, 1993; Webb, 1997) that the most important determinant of a child's
success in school was parent involvement. Her research showed that this factor was more
important than parent's economic status, educational level and IQ level. Epstein (1997)
made a similar observation, stating that 25 years of research showed that parent
involvement had a positive impact on children's attitudes about school and their
aspirations for the future.
African-American parents are criticized for not being involved in the activities of
their children's public school. Witherspoon (2002) strongly recommended schools to do
even more to reach out to families and welcome them to the school. North Central
Regional Education Laboratory (NCREL 1996) cited Comer (1986) who explained that
what might appear to be parents' disinterest may be parents' discomfort, prior negative
experiences with schools, lack of knowledge about school procedures and policies,
feelings of intimidation toward educators, and feelings of not being welcomed—all
contribute to parental disengagement. On the other hand, parents who believe that the
school is actively working to involve them say their school is good (Dauber & Epstein,
1993).
Another researcher proposed simple tangible solutions for improving education in
urban schools. Lee (2003) suggested inner-city schools raise expectations, allocate
resources to help students fulfill them, and utilize a constructivist standard instead of
starting with the deficit view of learning. The constructivist model, according to Lee,
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assumes that all children have intelligence and can grow academically when engaged in
sustained intellectual exploration that honors their own uniqueness.
There is an ongoing discourse on the causes of the racial achievement gap
between Caucasian and other students especially African-Americans. Few Americans
will disagree that the gap in achievement hurts the educational status ofAmerica in the
global community and cripples the youth who enter adulthood as functional illiterates. In
the 36th Annual Phi Delta Kappa Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitude Toward the Public
Schools (2004), the majority of those polled felt that there is a racial achievement gap and
88% say that the gap should be closed. Many of those polled (74%) believe non-school
related factors cause the achievement gap, such as: factors related to home life, economic
disadvantage, and poor community environment. However, those polled still felt the
schools had an obligation to close the learning gap in public schools.
The National Task Force on Minority High Achievement (1999) offered a more
varied range of possible causes of the achievement gap, like lingering racial inferiority
complexes, low teacher expectations, inadequate curriculum, poor access to information,
vestiges of racism in school, peer pressure, and lack ofparental involvement.
Thernstrom and Thernstorm (2003) presented a contrasting view that suggested African-
American families and communities must change some of its own practices for the
achievement gap to close. The Thernstrom's in, No More Excuses: Close the Racial
Gap in Learning, stated that most black 12th graders have learned what a Caucasian 8th
grader has learned. They criticized the home that allows a student to watch five hours of
television on a school night and let the homework go unchecked, along with parents
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allowing poor attendance, and accepting "D" grades and a less rigorous curriculum. The
Themstoms concluded that the black student that succeeds in charter and voucher-funded
private schools may help create models for traditional public schools to emulate.
The U. S. Department of Education held its first symposium on African-American
males in December 2000. Several scholars presented various perspectives on conditions
that impact African-American males. Dr. Ronald Ferguson (2000) claimed the decline in
leisure reading and increase in listening to hip-hop impacts school achievement.
Dr. Edmund Gordon, Columbia University Dean and moderator of the conference, said
more research was needed to discover solutions to improving African-American
achievement from kindergarten through graduate school. The symposium concluded by
stating that educational scholars need to collaborate with psychologists, economists, and
public health experts when exploring the achievement gap.
Dr. Claude Steele (2000), chair of the psychology department at Stanford
University, proposes a "Stereotype Threat Focus." Dr. Steel believes racial anxiety can
inhibit academic performance of even well prepared African-American students.
Denbo and colleagues (2002) agreed with the necessity for change, but strongly
suggested that institutional practices in many urban public schools are a major contributor
in limiting the educational opportunities and economic potential for African-American
children in the following ways:
• Inaccurate and misused assessments
• Unequal funding and lack of comparable resources
• Less-qualified and less experienced teachers
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• Lack of rigorous school curricula and lower teacher expectations
• Tracking and disproportional placement in special education
• Disproportional retention, suspension, and expulsion
• Segregation
These negative school experiences result in students dropping out or being pushed
out without a high school diploma. Moreover, students who do not graduate are more
likely to be incarcerated. Marian Wright Edelman (2001), and noted scholars and
sociologists, declared that for far too long African-American communities have been
plagued with the consequences of poor education. These outcomes include high rates of
crime and incarceration, substance abuse, gang violence, teen pregnancy, single
parenting, school dropouts, and unemployment.
Fuller (2002) said regardless of the cause of the achievement gap, it is vast and
black children are performing at abysmal rates noting that even when they do graduate,
many can barely read and write. According to the Assessment of Reading Proficiency
(1998), 64% of African-American fourth graders, 47% of eighth graders, and 43% of
twelfth graders read below basic. Those scores were lower than Asian/Pacific Islanders,
Hispanics, American Indians, and Caucasians.
The collective destiny of African-Americans is threatened due to the perilous
condition of the education of its youth in urban, suburban, rural, and penal institutions
throughout America and, in fact, the world (King, 2001). Brown v. Board ofEducation
347 U.S, 483 (1954), and the 50 years of public education reform and research that
followed did not adequately address the needs of the majority of African-American
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students in public schools. Some scholars of African descent, who share a commitment
to black peoples survival and advancement, presented a report to the esteemed American
Educational Research Association (AERA) articulating their position: A Transformative
Vision ofBlack Education, that they deemed to be a fundamental requirement of human
freedom (The Commission on Research in Black Education/CORIBE, 2001). The
CORIBE scholars and elders suggested to AERA that the pervasiveness of mis-education
and institutional racism have destroyed black peoples group progress and created a crisis
in black education. The CORIBE scholars declared they would no longer take a
dependent status to the approach and solutions to the problems affecting people of
African descent.
The current situation is not alien to past conditions and concerns conveyed by
earlier scholars. African-American scholars early in the 20th century articulated some of
the same issues: institutional racism, inequality of resources, and mis-education. Their
main focus was on the future consequences that such negative educational practices could
have on the healthy establishment of identity, dignity and economic advancement of the
race post slavery. Carter G. Woodson (1933) recommended developing a new
educational system that would foster independent thinking. DuBois (as cited in
Provenzo, 2002) suggested that the main problem ofNegro education was not
segregation, but self-knowledge and self-respect. DuBois said, "Theoretically, the Negro
needs neither segregated schools nor mixed schools. What he needs is education"
(p. 328-535).
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Significance of the Study
Little research exists on Clara Mohammed Schools. Roghanizad (1990)
researched, Full-time Islamic Schools in the United States, 1970-1990, and focused on
schools established by immigrant Muslims, but suggested that the national network of
schools known as Clara Mohammed Schools merited an independent study. Fifteen years
later there remains very little systematic research on American Islamic schools started by
African-Americans. Thus, this study adds to the general body of knowledge of school
choice, Islamic schools, and the influences on African-American parents' perceptions of
the Clara Mohammed Schools.
Research Questions
The research questions for the study investigating the influences on African-
American parents' satisfaction with the quality and operation of Clara Mohammed
Schools as perceived by those parents who enrolled their child or children in a Clara
Mohammed School during the 2004-2005 school year are:
1. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools religious instruction practices and their religion, marital
status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income and
highest education level attained?
2. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion, marital status,
ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and highest
education level attained?
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3. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools culturally infused curriculum and their religion, marital
status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and
highest education level attained?
4. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools academic excellence and their religion, marital status,
ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and highest
education level attained?
5. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools' (African-American) identity and their religion, marital
status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and
highest education level attained?
6. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools' community and parent involvement and their religion,
marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended,
income, and highest education level attained?
7. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools character and leadership development and their religion,
marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school attended, income, and
highest education level attained?
8. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception and of
Clara Mohammed Schools' affordable tuition and their religion, marital status,
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ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and highest
education level attained?
9. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception and of
Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and their religion, marital status,
ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type attended, income, and highest
education level attained?
10. Is there a relationship between African-American parents' perception and
satisfaction with the quality and operation of Clara Mohammed Schools and
their religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type
attended, income and highest education level attained?
Summary
The historical Brown v. Board ofEducation ofTopeka, Shawnee County, Kansas,
98F. Supp. 797, Civ. No. T-316 (1951) was considered by many to be the beginning of
the end of an unequal public school system in America. Fifty years later, there are still
significant disparities in the achievement of African-American students and others in
public school. Facts and concepts underlying the root of this problem were suggested in
Hill's (1998) updated book, Fixing Urban Schools, which stated that raising the
performance of the public school within its complex organization through the integrated
efforts of many people is no small task.
The pendulum continues to sway and search for answers by adopting and
implementing more educational reforms to make public schools more viable for all
children; thus, possibly fulfilling the educational vision parents have for their offspring.
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Some of the major educational interventions beginning with Brown were Desegregation,
Magnet Schools, the Effective Schools, Local Community Control (1960s), School
Choice, the Educate America Act, Standards, Charter School, and now in the 21st century,
President Bush's No Child Left Behind Act. Those reforms generated tremendous efforts
and resources to improve public schools. Yet, many African-American children,
especially in urban public schools, are still achieving in the lowest academic quadrant.
African-American parents, leaders and educators along with other advocates ofjustice
continue to petition courts and school boards for educational equity. However, the
problem of underachievement of African-American students in public schools is a
phenomenon some African-American parents have refused to wait for others to
adequately address. Hoover (1992) proclaimed that the most prolific response to the
failure of the public schools has been the formation of African-American independent
schools.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The United Nations Declaration of Universal Human Rights (1947) established
the right of the family to direct the education of its children. Bonstell (1997) reported
that in 1984, when the French government threatened to take away government funded
independent schools, a million and a half citizens protested for the right to keep I'ecole
libre [freedom schools]. This community protest about children's education, especially
from parents, suggests that school choice is an international issue. Kirshbaum (1998)
emphasized that no one is as passionate about the child as parents.
By telling a truant officer she would be dead as a doorknob before she subjected
her children to the assigned public school, Sister Clara Muhammad took a bold stand in
Detroit, Michigan in 1932 against what she believed to be inferior schools. Clara
Muhammad started a home school where she taught her children and the children in her
community. Out of her efforts grew the University of Islam, a national network of
elementary and secondary schools [Pre-K to 12th grade], which was formally established
by her husband, Elijah Muhammad and Fard Muhammad, the founder of the Nation of
Islam.
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad passed in 1975 and the leadership of the Nation
of Islam was assumed by his son Imam W. Deen Mohammed. Imam Dr. W. Deen
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Mohammed restructured the community and school to be based on the Quranic teachings
of universal humanity and five Islamic principles exemplified by Mohammed the
Prophet, Peace and Blessings be Upon Him (PBUH). In 1978, Imam Mohammed named
the independent Islamic schools Clara Mohammed School (CMS) after his mother,
honoring her courage and diligent work throughout her life to guarantee quality
education for all children.
Another African-American mother, almost 60 years later, took a similar position
to the courageous stand Clara Muhammad took during America's depression. In the
early 1990s, Polly Williams dared the public school authorities of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
to have her arrested for refusing to send her child to a public school she felt was inferior.
Ms. Williams went on to lead a group of mostly welfare mothers to exercise political
rights and advocate for a school voucher program, which included private schools for
low-income Milwaukee families (Bonstell, 1997). On a 60 Minutes TV Documentary
aired October 6, 1991, Mike Wallace interviewed the welfare mom, Polly Williams, who
later became a Wisconsin legislator, asking her to address the motivations behind the
Milwaukee Choice plan (Bonstell, 1997):
This parental choice program was created for children whose needs were
not being addressed in the public schools... They have not done a good job
at all. Sixty percent of the kids who enter school do not complete
[graduation], and of the 40% who walk across that stage and get that
certificate of attendance, 40% ofthem can't even read the certificate. The
way I see it, the system is preparing our children for slavery. Those who
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drop out by the tenth grade, get into the street life. When you should be
walking across the stage getting a diploma, you're standing in front of a
judge wearing chains. Parental choice is the difference between
empowerment and enslavement, (p. 7-9)
Fuller (2002), the head of the Black Alliance for Educational Options (BAOE)
whose mission is to actively support parental choice to empower families and increase
educational options for black children, said today there is a convergence of African-
American parents with American parents in general. Ravitch and Viteritti (1997) said
school choice can mean different things to different people. School choice can be
inclusive or exclusive. Choice can refer to curricula within a school, choice among
public school, choice including religious schools, and choice excluding religious schools.
Regardless of the varying definitions of school choice, Ravitch et al. (1997) reiterated
that America desperately needs a system of family educational choice at the elementary
and secondary level. Ravitch concluded that choice effects quality in education.
Koetzsch (1997) suggested that over the last three decades the general American
public lost trust and confidence in the public school system, and parents, in particular,
were discouraged by overcrowded classrooms, poor training in basis skills, drugs,
violence, apathetic teachers, and exposure to values different from their own. This
distrust of public schools escalated parents' pursuit of educational options outside ofthe
American public school. Koetzsch projected that over half of the parents with children in
public school would place them in private school if they could afford it. Akin (1996)
researched the exodus of children from the public schools and recommended a balance
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between government and private schools and suggested that public schools become more
sensitive to culture. She reminded us that children bring their religious and ethnic
cultures to school with them. Multiculturalism redirected the emphasis away from
respecting the uniqueness of individual cultures and made it a "melting pot."
There are 40 million American children attending elementary and secondary
schools. Ninety percent of America's children attend public school. Five million are
educated outside the public school system. Parents' choice of schools may be based on
an attraction to "nonpublic" school attributes rather than a rejection of the noble
principles and benefits public school provides to the vast majority of Americans. Smaller
school and class size, school uniforms, more disciplined environment, moral teachings,
curriculum consistency including basics and college preparatory are some possible
characteristics found more prevalently in private schools.
The racial percentages of children attending private schools according the U. S.
Census Bureau, Census 2000 are: 12.2% Caucasians, 5.9% African-American, 5.9%
Hispanic, 10.4% Asians, 5.5% American Indian and Alaskan Native, 6.8% Native
Hawaiian and other Pacific Islanders. Although America is yet to institute government
funded independent schools as their European counterpart, school choice in the United
States is expanding to new horizons. In a landmark Supreme Court case in June 2002,
4,000 poor Cleveland children were granted public vouchers to attend private religious
schools.
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History and Development of Religious Schools in America
Wishniesky (2001) reported that American parents have a wide array of schools to
choose from in the 21st century. Among the nonpublic school choices, religious schools
educate the majority of children. Religious schools were the first American schools and
they were some of the first schools to educate both males and females. Religious schools
are usually extensions of the religious organization that establishes them.
Parents in their sojourn to find quality education for their children have selected
religious schools that oftentimes teach a religious doctrine different from their own. This
section will review the history and development of religious schools in America to




Philadelphia was the city where the first Catholic school started in 1784. One
hundred years later, the American Catholic bishops recommended a school for every
parish. These schools grew as the Catholic immigrants increased. Although the public
schools were meant to be appropriate for all faiths, according to Koetzsch (1997),
Catholics objected to particular biblical translations and in order to avoid acculturation
into the Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture, Catholic schools were established to preserve
the religious and ethnic identity of its members.
Garvey (2000) said a Catholic school is a community that combines value
formation and religious instruction into the education of its students. However, his
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research focused on select aspects of parental choice of elementary schools within the
Cleveland Catholic Diocese. In other words, he was concerned with what attracted
parents to the Catholic schools being investigated. Garvey pointed out that parental
choice was found to be rational and emotional. Watt (1999) studied the impact of a
Catholic education on low-income Mexican Americans and found the interconnection
and interdependence of parents, teachers, curriculum, religion, administration, and school
climate to be pivotal points in school success. Watt concluded that the level of consensus
among these stakeholders may be due to shared common goals and values, absence of
bureaucracy and fewer political forces, and presence of a relatively homogeneous
population of attending families.
Krahl (2001) sought to determine if a school's organization and the people most
engaged in the educational process of students in both Catholic and public schools impact
the student dropout rate, noting that prior research demonstrated that in America Catholic
schools consistently have fewer dropouts.
An early study was done by Reverend Virgil C. Blum. Blum's (1967 as cited in
Gaffney, 1981) research was entitled, Why Inner-City Families Send their Children to
Private Schools: An Empirical Study. It sought to discover why poor parents made great
financial sacrifices to send their children to Catholic schools. The sample in this study
consisted of 55 schools with an average elementary enrollment of 278, from eight cities:
Los Angeles, New Orleans, Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, New York, Newark, and
Washington D.C. There were 4,000 parent respondents. The parent survey included
religion, ethnicity, economic status, educational level, family structure, perceptions of
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inner-city schools, and perception of the kind of education their children were receiving
in inner-city private schools. The results were that parents wanted a better education, a
quality education for their children which includes religious and moral values, rules and
discipline, children treated with respect, teachers and staff who care about children and
their image, teachers who impress high expectations, give labor and service and make
children interested in learning.
More recently, Seely (2000) did a participatory study on non-Catholic students in
a Catholic secondary school to investigate the sense of inclusion into the school
community over a period of four years of high school. Seely concluded that the
participants felt accepted into the culture and community life. The researcher
recommended Catholic schools continue to change and adapt to new populations.
Koetzsch (1997) cited in his book, The Parents' Guide to Alternatives in
Education, that the Roman Catholic school system is the largest alternative to the public
school. According to the author, Catholic schools enroll about 2 million children in
nearly 7,000 schools. This represented a dramatic decrease from thirty years ago when
these parochial schools enrolled 5.5 million children in 13,000 schools.
Christian (Non-Catholic) Schools
History ofChristian Schools
The Christian school movement is the next largest group of nonpublic schools
after the Roman Catholic schools. Koetzsch (1997) reported that the Conservative
Christian fundamentalist-evangelicals-charismatics are the driving force that has made
these schools the fastest growing schools—starting with the first in 1960, slowly
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increasing in the 1970s, then rapidly increasing in the early 1980s. Koetzsch (1997) said
many of the early Christian schools were founded by Caucasian parents who wanted to
avoid integrated public schools; however today, almost all Christian schools admit
students regardless of race, color, or national origin.
Historian of education Samuel Blumenfeld (as cited in Koetzsch, 1997) explained
the philosophy of Christian schools as:
Christian schools are based on the belief that an omnipotent, omniscient
divine being created the world and mankind. In the Scriptures, he has
revealed the truth about the universe, about Himself, and his will for
mankind. Man is fallen through original sin and can gain salvation only
through the grace made available through the self-sacrifice of God in Jesus
Christ. The Bible is the word of God and reveals God's will for
humankind. Human nature is flawed. The child has to be taught what is
right and wrong and has to be protected from harmful influences and
ideas, (p. 74)
Perkins (1995) reported that the primary reason parents choose Christian schools
is for the Christian or Biblical teaching their children receive. In addition to that
dominant factor, Perkins found parents seeking the following qualities: (1) positive, safe,
nurturing atmosphere; (2) superior academic requirements; (3) firm and fair discipline
procedures; and (4) concentration on the basics of education. The major grieving points
were lack of school provided transportation, and parents feeling strongly that Christian
schools should receive some of the taxes they pay for education.
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Protestant Schools (Lutheran, Presbyterian, and
Seventh Day Adventists)
Some Protestant denominations such as the Lutheran, Presbyterian, and Seventh
Day Adventists are a significant presence on the American educational landscape
(Koetzsch, 1997).
Lutheran Schools
Lutherans have about 2,500 schools and educate about 250,000 children. Their
schools date back to the American colonial era. The German Lutherans who settled in
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Maryland believed in the "priesthood of all believers." In
1820, there were 342 schools and by 1872 there were 472 elementary and secondary
schools. The initial purpose of the school was to educate church members' children. The
schools were established on the "Gospel and saw the arts and sciences as gifts of God to
be used for the service and glorification of God." When the public school movement
(tuition free) began to dominate over the original private religious schools, conservative
Lutherans, particularly, in the Midwest such as the Missouri Synod's maintained 1,600
parish schools. Lutheran schools can be found throughout America and educate many
non-Lutheran children in urban areas.
Presbyterian Schools
The Presbyterian school's philosophy is rooted in the Calvinist Protest movement
in Europe and transported to the United States by Dutch Calvinist who settled in western
Michigan. Koetzsch (1997) said the Presbyterians believe that "every area of life,
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including business, family life, culture, and education must conform to the will of God,
and education must integrate a religious worldview into the entire curriculum to prepare
students for living a Christian life" (p. 193). Today, their schools have a central body
called Christian Schools International. They serve over 75,000 children in 382 schools,
offering a traditional academic education infused with moral and religious values.
Seventh Day Adventist Schools
Many religious leaders of the 1830s predicted the end of the world to come in
1844. When that did not occur, teachings were revised. Ellen Harmon White was one of
the founders of Seventh Day Adventist church in 1863. She enjoined her followers to
abstain from meat, alcohol, tobacco, and other stimulants and drugs. When the public
school movement grew in the late 1800s, White along with the Kellogg brothers
(developers of flaked corn), supported establishment of their own schools. The Adventist
schools, then and now, promote a healthy lifestyle, natural foods diet, and regular
exercise. There are approximately 1,106 elementary schools and 81 secondary schools
serving 67,000 students. The Adventists have eleven colleges and two universities
enrolling 19,000 students. Non-member families are an increasing trend in Adventist
schools. Koetzsch (1997) suggested that non-Adventists are attracted by the schools'
small size, safe environment, low tuition, emphasis on healthy living, and spiritual and
moral teachings.
Mainda (2001) conducted a study on selected factors influencing school choice
among the Seventh-Day Adventist population in southwest Michigan to explore declining
enrollment in their North American K-12 schools. The pertinent findings were that the
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declining demand for Adventist education is attributed to perceptual decline in its value
in relation to a perceived improved image of public school. There was a significant
relationship between parental school choice and parental perception of spiritual value-
based education, the cost of education, academic program, awareness, who influenced
school choice, and safety in school.
Jewish Day Schools
History ofJewish Day Schools
There was one Jewish academy in Philadelphia in the late 1700s, which was
representative of the small Jewish population in America until 2 million Jews immigrated
from eastern and central Europe to the U. S. between 1880 and 1920. At that time, the
public school was offering free secular education for boys and girls. The immigrant Jews
embraced the opportunity for social integration as opposed to the cultural and social
isolation they experienced in Europe (Koetzsch, 1997).
In 1940, there were only twenty full-time Jewish day schools. The Hebrew
schools connected with the local synagogues and taught Hebrew language, Jewish
history, religion, and culture in the afternoons when the children were dismissed from
public school. After World War II and the Holocaust, American Jews made preservation
of Jewish culture a priority. The increase of Jewish day schools began and the trend
continued which lead to the establishment of 600 schools and 190,000 students or 17% of
all school-age Jewish children enrolled in Jewish full-time day schools by the late 1990s.
Orthodox Jews run the majority of full-time Jewish schools. They strictly observe
laws of daily prayer, the Sabbath, and a kosher diet. In the schools they administer, boys
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wear the traditional hairstyle of long sideburns, girls wear long dresses and cover their
hair, and boys and girls have separate classrooms.
Conservative Jews accept divine origin of the Torah and Talmud, observe Jewish
customs and laws, but are not as strict as the Orthodox. In a Conservative Jewish school,
boys wear kippot (yarmulkes), but otherwise dress in typical American attire. Class
instruction is usually coeducational.
Reform or liberal Jews are more into the cultural heritage and racial history than
the religion. Like all other Jewish schools the curriculum is dual—a rigorous academic
program, Jewish studies, and Hebrew (Koetzsch, 1997). Many of the parents who enroll




Islam is one of the world's great religions; however, many Americans know very
little about the beliefs and history of Islam. Koetzsch (1997) said, "What we do know is
largely determined by negative representation of Islam in the American media. In that
representation, being a Muslim is usually equated with being a terrorist or an African-
American separatist" (p. 147). There are around 1.5 billion Muslims worldwide and the
numbers are increasing rapidly. Islam began in the seventh century with the revelation of
the Qur'an received by Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) and soon spread and became the
dominate religion in the Middle East, North Africa, sub-Sahara Africa, Turkey, Iran, Iraq,
former Republics of the Soviet Union, and Indonesia. Significant Islamic communities
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are in Southeast Asia, China, Malaysia, Canada, the United States, and some western and
eastern European countries.
The foundation of belief in Islam is the Holy Qur'an, which Muslims believe is
the literal word of God (Allah), Creator and Lord of the universe, and which represents
His will for humanity. The Qur'an has 114 suras or chapters and was revealed in Arabic
to Mohammed ibn Abdullah, the last Prophet, through the archangel Gabriel (Jabril).
Muslims honor all the prophets and consider Mohammed the "seal of the prophets." In
English the word Islam means "submission" and a Muslim is one who submits himself or
herself to the will of G-d (Allah). Islam is built on five principles: (1) Declaration of
faith—There is no God but God (Allah) and Mohammed is his prophet and messenger of
God; (2) perform five daily prayers (Salah); (3) fasting during the lunar month of
Ramadan; (4) giving charity (Zakat) to the poor; and (5) making pilgrimage (Hajj) to
Mecca in one's life time if they can afford it.
Islamic schools in the United States were established by concerned parents and
community members to enable Muslim children to be educated in a safe, nurturing
environment where their Islamic faith and identity would be preserved. Not unlike the
establishment of other religious schools that teach their belief system, Islamic schools
teach the principles of Islam, the reading of Qur'an and the life of Mohammed ibn
Abdullah, the last Prophet.
The growth of Islamic schools in America followed two distinct developmental
paths for immigrant Muslims and the African-American Muslim community. Informal
weekend schools were the precursor to formal full-time Islamic schools in the United
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States for immigrant Muslims. Their purpose was to provide "religious education" for
their children. Specifically, this meant teaching of the Qur'an and the Seerah (life of
Prophet Mohammed, PBUH) (Z. Muhammad, 1998) and some Islamic history. Haddad
(1987) notes that the first wave of Muslim immigrants who came in the late 1800s
assimilated into American society to the extent that they were unrecognizable. The
establishment of Islamic schools as social institutions was not their goal, rather they came
to America to benefit from the economic possibilities the country provided. Thus, to
have their children attend public schools would enable them to better assimilate into
American mainstream society.
During the decades of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, the United States witnessed
an increased immigration of Muslims particularly from South Asia and countries
throughout the Middle East. These Muslims represented a wealthier more professional
class who were able to live in and benefit from the better school districts in American
suburbs. As with their predecessors, they were not interested in the establishment of
Islamic schools. Consequently, from the late 1800s to the 1970s there were no full-time
immigrant Islamic schools in the United States. The turbulent social and moral
breakdown America experienced from the 1960s to the 1980s motivated the immigrant
Muslim community to actively engage in protecting their children and the development
of full-time schools became a priority over the establishment of mosques. Although
approximately 500 full-time Islamic schools exist, the majority of Muslim children attend
public schools.
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By contrast, Islamic schools represent an integral part of the history of the
African-American experience and took a decidedly different developmental path (Z.
Muhammad). These schools began informally as halaqas (circles of learning during the
period of enslavement from 1501 to 1865 (Diouf, 1998) and developed in three distinct
periods from 1501 to 2004. The first stage was the period of enslavement of Africans in
America, many whom were Muslims. The second stage was the founding of the
University of Islam during America's Great Economic Depression and Jim Crow social
structure that oppressed emancipated black Americans until Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) and the dawn of the Civil Rights legislation of the mid
1960s. The third developmental period was the founding of Clara Mohammed Schools
after the miraculous transformation from Nationalism to the universal practice of Islam
exemplified by Mohammed ibn Abdullah, the last Prophet (Z. Muhammad, 2004).
The primary purpose of the circles of learning was to keep the Qur'an and Islamic
identity alive among enslaved Muslims. The brutal system of slavery made these efforts
difficult but the Muslims in bondage were able to benefit from the cracks in the system.
However, the formalization as distinctive learning groups of these halaqas—circles of
learning, did not endure past the period of enslavement, though some individuals were
reported to have retained their African Islamic heritage.
By 1933, a model of a Muslim school had emerged, known as the University of
Islam, established by Elijah Muhammad and Fard Muhammad in Detroit, Michigan. The
primary motivation for the establishment of the University of Islam [elementary and
secondary schools] was to protect the children from mockery and attack from a
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overwhelming predominate Christian society that understood little about Islam.
Therefore, the establishment of an independent school was viewed as a necessity by the
leader and parents of the fledging Muslim community and would not have been
successful without the community and parents' commitment and dedication.
The first teacher and matriarch of the University of Islam was Sister Clara
Muhammad, wife of the co-founder, Elijah Muhammad. Sister Clara Muhammad stood
for the children in the Muslim community and refused to send them to a public school
that:
• did not want their presence;
• refused to acknowledge the contributions of their race to America and the
world;
• regarded them as inferior and
• assaulted them daily with verbal and physical abuse.
Threatened with incarceration if she did not send her children to public school, Sister
Clara Muhammad stood up to the truant officer and policeman that came to her door and
made her famous statement, "I will be dead as this door rail before I take my children and
put them in your school" (Kariem, 2005). Acknowledging that her loving care was more
valuable than the certified teachers who did not have the well being of her children in
their heart, Sister Clara Muhammad taught her children and the children in the
community in her home. Eventually, the school was formalized with the acquisition of a
building and the University of Islam was established. Although formally established by
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Elijah Muhammad and Fard Muhammad, it was the parents of the Muslim children that
worked tirelessly to provide a meaningful education for their children.
The University of Islam schools were lauded as exemplary models of education
by city and state education officials. By 1975, the University of Islam schools grew to 48
schools in most of the larger cities of the United States. Officially, these schools were
not classified as Islamic schools based upon the philosophy of its founders; yet, they were
Muslim schools and the forerunners to African-American independent schools in the 20th
century throughout the United States.
Today, out of the approximately 500 Islamic schools in the United States, there
exists two emerging school systems: (1) New Horizon Schools - an Islamic school
system established by immigrant Muslims in 1994, and (2) Clara Mohammed Schools-an
Islamic school system established by indigenous African-American Muslims-founded in
1978 with 24 schools throughout the United States.
Roghanizad (1990) investigated factors that contributed toward the development
of full-time Muslim schools in the United States, 1970-1990. This study examined 27
immigrant Muslim schools established by immigrants. This study found that parents'
major concerns were assimilation into the American culture, maintenance of Muslim
identity, and transmission of the Islamic way of life. A conclusion was that Muslim full-
time schools are established to provide education in an Islamic setting that focus on the
"total person."
Elkhaldy (1996) conducted a study of 30 parents from three Islamic schools to
discover and interpret parents' reasons for enrolling their children in Islamic schools in
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Florida. A significant finding was that Islamic education does not separate between
religious and social factors. Findings also showed parents were more attracted to Islamic
schools than dissatisfied with public schools. Additional parental concerns included
retaining religious commitment, identity, and morals in a safe environment.
History and Development of Black Independent Schools
The establishment of contemporary independent black schools is part of a long
tradition of independent education by African-Americans that dates back over two
centuries (Ratteray & Shujaa, 1988). Some of these independent school developments
were outlined by Ratteray and Shujaa in the book, Visible Now Blacks in Private Schools,
Chapter 13, "Defining a Tradition." Some of the early schools free blacks established at
the end of the 18th century were established by African-American community leaders. In
1796, members of the African Church, later known as St. Thomas African Episcopal
Church, began a day school in Philadelphia. Prince Hall, a Revolutionary War veteran
who found it difficult to get quality schooling for African-American children, started a
school in Boston in 1798. In the early 1800s, the following religious leaders and orders
started schools for free blacks. The Bethel A.M.E. Church, founded by Richard Allen,
started a school. Gloucester of the First African Presbyterian Church started private day
schools. In Baltimore, Maryland, an order of black nuns, the Oblate Sisters of
Providence, started a school in 1829. Near the turn of the 20th century, Booker T.
Washington started Tuskegee Institute. Piney Woods Country Life School was started in
Mississippi in 1909, and continues as a boarding school today (Burns, 1996). Laurinburg
Institute in North Carolina, formed in 1904, had up to 1500 students in the 1940s.
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Ratteray (1986) pointed out ways in which the philosophy and beliefs directly influenced
the educational pursuit practice by offering another African-American community leader
in the early 1930s. Ratteray (1986) states:
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad established, in 1932, the importance of
context in education. He had no faith in the ability of public schools to
properly educate African-Americans. He relied on the teachings of Islam
[as he, the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, perceived Islam to be] to shape
both the context and content of education, (p. 198)
Ratteray (1992) suggested African-Americans' demand for community control over
educational access, content and context in the 1960s resulted in a revival of African-
Americans establishing independent schools. Many conferences were held addressing
issues of black education. The Council of Independent Black Institutions (CIBI) was
created to emphasize quality educational preparation within an Afrocentric cultural and
historical context.
Hoover (1992) reported that the Nairobi Day School of Palo Alto, California was
started in 1966 by Gertrude Welks, a mother and community activist, after she discovered
her son had graduated from high school unable to read. Initially, Ms. Welks organized
African-American parents and students in a protest of the local high school. Then she
spearheaded the opening of the Nairobi Day School. The school began as a Saturday
alternative school, grew into a full-time day school (1966-1984), and expanded to a
college that closed in 1979. Concerned adults and tutors from local colleges were invited
by a local newspaper advertisement. The stated purpose of the Nairobi Day School was
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to address a crisis in the education of black people by improving the academic skills and
self-concept of Black children. The founders believed that a relevant philosophy, black
history, and culture were integral factors for successfully educating the children. They
believed that the motivation and joy of learning would come from the school culture.
Some of the significant demographics were: 88% African-American, 80% of the students
were on financial assistance and 50% of the adults in the community were unemployed.
The first day of school 200 students showed up.
Aaron (1970) reported a local newspaper advertisement invited concerned adults
and college tutors to help. The majority of the 200 college tutors that showed up in
response to the newspaper advertisement were Caucasians. They were directed not to
play with the students, and to respect the structure and values of the school community.
Teachers were told there would be little or no pay, no contracts, no tenure, no labeling of
the children's mental capacity; to believe every child can learn, and tell the students they
are smart and good looking. Staff was advised to deal with the children as human beings
with needs like their own.
The Nairobi Method included a skills-oriented instruction in a learning
environment of high expectations and positive attitudes from a holistic approach. The
student's self-concept was improved by the use of African-American culture, history, and
language infused into the curriculum. Aaron (1970) said Stokely Carmichael, also known
as Kwame Ture of the Black Panther Party, visited the Nairobi Day school and told the
students to, "Love yourself because if you don't love yourself you won't want to learn
mathematics and chemistry,.. ..love Africa, love the people from Africa" (p. 69). The
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1960s was an era when politics was a part of everyday life and took on what many would
consider radical expressions. It was indicative of the times.
Leo (1990) emphasized the Nairobi Day School's commitment to training
students to become leaders and return to their community of origin and improve the
quality of life for African-American people. Coombs (1973) and Egerton (1974)
described a community leadership training exemplified through the summer Teen Project.
The project was conducted by the Nairobi College from 1969 to 1977. It employed 150
teens to teach reading concepts to 750 preschoolers which improved the tutor and
toddlers reading skills.
Ratteray and Shujaa (1987) surveyed 399 moderate to low-income African-
American parents in 40 schools. They also conducted interviews with 35 parents at 10
schools who had children enrolled in independent neighborhood schools in Washington,
D.C. within a three-mile radius of their home. The study was entitled, Dare to Choose-
Parental Choice at Independent Neighborhood Schools. The purpose of the study was to
learn more about Independent Neighborhood Schools (INS) and to determine why
parents chose them as options for the education of their children. The findings on
parental expectations were that 65% expected high academic achievement; 24% expected
cultural affirmation; and 11% expected religious instruction. The results on parental
choice were: 48% chose the school because of the learning environment; 29% for
religious emphasis; 7% for cultural value; and 4% for cost.
One conclusion was that the parents in the Dare to Choose study believed that the
negative learning environments their children experienced in public schools had caused
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their dissatisfaction with the public system. Specific reasons given for not choosing
public schools were: overcrowding, disciplinary problems, fear for personal safety,
failure to reinforce the values of the parents, inability of teachers to provide sufficient
attention to individual students, and failure to foster a positive affirmation of the child's
cultural or religious traditions. Ratteray et al. (1987) reported that dissatisfied parents
went on to seek school characteristics such as: a family-like atmosphere, strong
expectations for student achievement, early teaching of basic skills, and cultural and
religious values. The researchers recommended independent neighborhood schools as
models for public school improvement because INS's constitute smaller and perhaps
more manageable sample, with flexible administrative structures suitable for developing
new instructional ideas.
Arnez and Jones-Wilson (1988) presented a descriptive survey study of black
parents in the greater Washington D.C. area who chose to send their children to
nonpublic schools. They discovered that black parents from all socioeconomic levels
enrolled their children in nonpublic schools for similar reasons: to provide a sense of
family, a sense of caring, and a quality education. These researchers concluded that the
increase of blacks in private schools is actually a rejection of public school.
The Marva Collins Westside Preparatory School was started in this former public
school teacher's home in 1975. Since that time, Marva Collins has become world-
renowned according to James MeWilliams of the Huntsville Times (April 9, 1993), for
her ability to take inner city children from illiteracy to high levels of achievement. The
curriculum was designed to increase intellectual attainment through critical and analytical
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thinking in her system of educators' accountability and their refusal to let children be
mediocre. In Collins article, Why Our Schools Will Not Improvefor Black Children, she
is brutally truthful about what she knows to be true about the perpetuation of failure of
African-American children in public schools. She bluntly states that there is enough
blame to go around which includes educators and parents. What she suggests is that
illiteracy and the mis-education of inner city children must cease or the penal institutions
will continue to be the option for millions more as it has been for millions in the past.
Her solution is high teacher expectation, stellar instruction, and parental involvement.
Marva Collins says failure is not an option in her school. She has stated that her
philosophy as a teacher is driven by love, dedication, and service.
The Marcus Garvey School, located in South Central Los Angeles, California,
was started by a former public school teacher and administrator who sought to make an
educational difference in the lives of inner city children. Since starting the school in
1975 with $20,000 of his personal savings, Dr. Anyin has acquired two massive green
structures which house the elementary and middle school campus on Slauson Avenue.
The teachers and their pedagogy is African centered and high expectations are held for
all. Many parents bring their children to the school who have been labeled as learning
disabled. According to Dr. Anyin, children are turned into motivated achievers once
awakened to their potential by loving teachers, administrators, and supporting staff.
The Educational Goals of Black Private School Parents, a study by Diana
Slaughter, Deborah Johnson, and Barbara Schneider, in Chapter 15 of the book Visible
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Now: Blacks in Private Schools (1988, p. 236)), concluded that black parents want
quality instruction in basic skills and taught social skills.
Profiles of Selected Clara Mohammed Schools (CMS)
There is a dearth of research on the Clara Mohammed Schools; therefore, this
section highlights only a nexus of research from CMS brochures and articles from a
national newspaper, Muslim Journal (1998-2005); three educational conferences in 2004,
in Corona, NY, May 2004, Chicago, IL September 2004, and Memphis, TN December
2004; and researcher's site visits in 2005 to the three campuses included in this profile
(Atlanta, February 23-24, Milwaukee, February 17,and Oakland, January 20). This is an
attempt to share a glimpse of these three urban K-12 Islamic schools.
Oakland, California: Clara Mohammed School
Mission Statement
To produce a student that is a morally conscious literate person capable of
functioning responsibly in a modern society as a leader.
Philosophy
Clara Muhammad School, Oakland, believes that the school, home and
community must work as one unit.
Clara Muhammad School is dedicated to the development of the "whole"
individual as preparation for the challenges of leadership in our changing society.
We encourage enduring habits of intellectual curiosity, appreciation of diversity
in man and nature as well as respect for God, self, and others.
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We emphasize integrity, honesty, and the development of moral and ethical
practices firmly rooted in the principles of Al-Islam.
Clara Muhammad School is dedicated to the development of students' intellect
and creativity. We acknowledge that students have different capacities and learn in
different ways. Students develop their own strength as learners and emphasis is placed
on each student achieving his or her highest potential.
We challenge students to place the highest priority on lifelong learning, social
responsibility, intellectual exploration, the nurturing of traditional religious values, and
the fostering of global unity.
The commitment, respect, and support that exists among students, faculty, parents
and the local community are most valuable in giving a child a sense of self-worth that
leads them to find and embrace their inherent value of excellence.
Fairness, generosity, compassion, and courtesy are held in the highest regard. Our
sense is a deep love and respect for every individual, regardless of cultural, racial, and
religious differences. Service to causes greater than self is a natural consequence of this
honor given to the individual.
We recognize that the accomplishment of our goals requires a partnership of
student, faculty, and parent and we work hard at nurturing this cooperative effort.
Our intention is that students leave Clara Muhammad School strong in character,
well prepared for future education, determined to develop fully their God-given gifts and




This program educates the body, mind, and spirit of the student.
Curriculum







■ Arabic and Islamic Studies
Behavior Guidelines
Qur'anic References for "Educationally Positive Behavior"
Criteriafor Administrators and Teachers
• Muslim Educators Creed
• Muslim Administrators Creed
Facts about CMS Oakland
• Founded in 1975
• Open to all students regardless of race, nationality, gender, or religion
• Provides Kindergarten to 12th Grade Education
• Accredited by National Private Schools Educational Alliance (NPSEA)
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• Uniforms required
• Students may enter kindergarten at 4 years of age
• Welcomes parent involvement
Atlanta, Georgia: Clara Mohammed School and W. D. Mohammed High
Mission Statement
The mission of Mohammed Schools is to provide an education based on Qur'anic
principles and their universal application.
Our goal is to teach all children to accept their God given responsibilities and full
potential as we provide a nurturing environment that engages students in discovery and
critical thinking.
We strive to develop a cooperative partnership among students, family and
community in creating a dynamic, prosperous, God conscious community of enlightened
leaders and effective global citizens.
Honor Code
• I am God Conscious
• I am respectful
• I am responsible
• I am trustworthy
• I am prepared
• I will do nothing to keep the teacher from teaching anyone including myself
• I will cooperate with all school personnel
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• I will respect myself, others and the environment
• I will strive to do my best at all times
Centering the Curriculum
In addition to teaching Islamic Studies as a separate and distinct course of study,
our goal is to infuse Islamic Principles and the Islamic application of knowledge across
disciplines placing special emphasis on the brotherhood of man and the special
contributions of Muslims, Africans, and African-Americans to world cultures and history.
This unique curricular objective is predicated on the following beliefs:
1. We believe that all knowledge comes from God; that knowledge is a special
gift to man in managing his life and caring for the environment.
2. We believe that knowledge of Islamic teaching and philosophy provides the
foundation from which students can gain the best understanding and natural
perspective of all subject areas.
3. We believe that the history, culture and contributions of Muslims, Africans,
and African-Americans, are fundamental fortifying the students' self concept
and in helping to make academic learning relevant.
4. We believe that all cultures should be respected; that students should view
themselves as part of the global brotherhood ofman.
5. We believe that science and the social sciences are in unity with religious
principles, that disharmony is the result of the misapplication of knowledge.
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Developing an appreciation for both revealed knowledge (religious/moral principles) and
acquired knowledge (academic learning), or unique curricular approach ensures the
development of a healthy, productive, well-rounded God conscious global citizen.












• Nutrition and Safety
• Fantastic Young Individuals
• Jr. Beta Club




• Self-Esteem and Self-Confidence
• African dance and drums
• String Orchestra
• Early Intervention and Title 1




The curriculum is centered in Islamic principles and philosophy
Supportfor Parents and Families
• After School Program
• Title 1 Services
• Community Support Group
• IPTSCA (Islamic Parent, Teacher, Student, Community Association)
Goal: To Serve As An Advocate For All Muslim Children
> To put our children first
> To support educational programs and curriculum
> To assist parents in developing the skills they need to raise and protect
their children
> To assure an Islamic environment that is safe, pleasant and clean
> To promote healthy living
> To foster character development and self discipline
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> To assist in the establishment of a financially secured and economically
sound institution
> To get EVERY parent/guardian involved
Faculty
• Primarily advanced degrees
• Student/Teacher ratio 1-16
• 95% African-American
Facts about the School
• CMS and W. Deen Mohammed High - Began in 1980
• CMS Pre-K-8
• Uniforms required
Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Clara Mohammed School
Mission Statement
To lead the CMS learning community on a Qur'an guided journey towards
global citizenship.
Qur'an Based (refers to pedagogy or teaching methodology)
• The Qur'an appeals to the mind of man (the human being). In many faiths,
the focus is mostly upon moral purification and spiritual devotion.
• Islam asks us to work on that, too, but it also stresses the enlightenment of the
intellect.
• It does not try to reach our mind through our emotions as much as it tries to
reach our emotions through out mind.
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• Islam appeals to the rational mind, the reasoning faculties and the intellect of
the human person.
• It has taken human kind time to appreciate their power of reason and their
ability to reason for themselves.
Vision Statement
To establish a learning community of human beings who appreciate and feel
connected to God's will through engaging His creation and who strive to be productive
and accountable American and global citizens.
Vision
Clara Mohammed School - Milwaukee is an independent Islamic school that
strives to promote a safe and secure environment that nurtures our students' growth
(freedom) intellectually, morally and spiritually, based on the Qur'an and the lifestyle of
Muhammad, the Prophet (the prayers and the peace be on him). We believe this
environment produces students who feel valued and connected to their world, and who
take responsibility for themselves, their school, and the local and world communities in
which they live, grow and will one day work.
Guiding Principles
• God, The Creator of Everything is "First"
• We understand we must observe and study our students in order to address
their needs
• We will create Win-Win Relationships
• We have a "We know you can do it" attitude
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• We work with the end in mind
• We value resources and we know parents are valuable resources
• We distinguish our 'role' within the community
• We establish and show trust
• We Plan, Measure, Reflect, Share and Improve
• We listen
• We seek to bring the best out of our students and do our best
• We are slow to understand (we think and reflect, question, pray)
• We celebrate success and encourage risk-taking
• We work to stay informed and up-to-date on educational advances
• We maintain an open-ended paradigm (model)
Method ofInstruction
Our method of instruction is based on the belief that there are 4 main aspects of





The arena for demonstrating the best in us is in the social arena. Therefore, we stress the
importance of proper social interactions. These include male and female relationships,
friendships, parent/child, and proper regard for authority.
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Learner Outcomes
1. A clear and effective communicator
2. A responsible and involved citizen
3. A self-directed and life-long learner
4. A collaborative and quality worker
5. A creative and practical problem solver
6. An integrative and informed thinker
Facts about CMS, Milwaukee
• Established in 1972
• 1st Islamic school in Wisconsin
• 1st place in its division in Academic Olympics, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2001, 2003
• Covers grades K-12
• Offers standard curriculum and Islamic, Qur'anic and Arabic Studies
• A participant in the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program since 1998
• Offers partial scholarships
• Nutritious Meal program
• Transportation provided where needed
Summary
Religious schools were the first American schools and today they educate the
majority of the 5 million American children not attending public school. Most religious
schools started with the intent to educate their own congregation, but later expanded their
mission to include families who respect their doctrine and value their educational
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program. The first Catholic school opened in Philadelphia in 1784 and grew to become
and remains the largest nonpublic school system. One Jewish school was established also
in Philadelphia in the 1700s but did not have any significant growth until post World War
II and the Holocaust. Lutherans and Presbyterian schools were established in the early
1800s while Seventh Day Adventist emerged in the late 1800s. The independent black
school establishment dates back over two centuries as a response to racial discrimination.
Many of those schools were religious schools. The University of Islam, a network of
elementary and secondary schools, was started in the early 1930s and was the forerunner
to contemporary black independent schools including the Clara Mohammed Schools
which emerged in the late 1970s.
Some say there are approximately 500 Islamic schools in the United States today,
in which most started in the 1970s. Two developing school systems are evolving: (1)
New Horizon Schools established by immigrant Muslims in 1994, and (2) Clara
Mohammed Schools—an Islamic school system established by indigenous African-
American Muslims—founded in 1978 with 24 schools throughout the United States.
Clara Mohammed School is a part of the American legacy of religious schools
that collectively educate the majority of children whose families choose to fulfill the
educational aspirations they have for their children in nonpublic institutions. Although
Clara Mohammed Schools have had decades of success in educating African-American
children in urban American communities, there was only a dearth of literature available.
Additional sources like school brochures and newspapers such as the Muslim Journal
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were used to highlight the three K-12 urban schools profiled in this chapter: Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, Oakland, California, and Atlanta, Georgia.
The Clara Mohammed School, Inc. of Milwaukee celebrated 33 years of building
excellence in education. It is the oldest Islamic school in Milwaukee. Accredited by the
Wisconsin Religious and Independent Schools Accreditation Association, they are one of
the most diverse CMS. Much of their staff and student diversity are a result of the
Milwaukee Parental Choice Program that the majority of their families participate in.
The Clara Mohammed School of Milwaukee's mission statement is: "To lead the CMS
learning community on a Qur'an journey toward global citizenship."
The Mohammed Schools of Oakland, California consist of the Cora Z. Aleem
Primary School, Clara Mohammed Elementary, and W. D. Mohammed High. This
school was established in 1975 and is accredited by the National Private School Alliance.
Known as the "Home of the Atoms" its mission statement reads: "To produce a student
who is a socially conscious and morally-conscious, thinking literate person capable of
functioning responsibly in a modern society as a leader." This spacious school with
antique architecture is a jewel located in Oakland's inner city for the last twenty-five
years.
Atlanta's Mohammed School was established in 1980. The high school, named
after Imam W. Deen Mohammed, the foremost leader of Muslims in the United States, is
an extension of Clara Mohammed Elementary School. Ninety-nine percent of graduates
attend college immediately after high school. The elementary school's theme on the
brochure states "Our Children: A Miracle in Progress," and the high school's theme is
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"Instilling The Islamic Vision." Their accreditation and memberships are the Georgia
Accrediting Commission, the Commission on Intertransregional Accreditation, and the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Known as the Caliphs, their students
have excelled both athletically and scholastically. Among them are national merit
scholars, two swimmers who tried out for the Olympics, star female and male basketball
and soccer players—some who continued in college sports. The majority ofWDMH
graduates completed their education at prestigious colleges and universities: Spelman,
Smith, Morehouse, Emory, Emory Law School, Stanford, Howard, Harvard, Hampton,
Duke, George Town, Vanderbilt, Auburn University, Clark Atlanta University, Mercer,
Tuskegee, Morehouse School of Medicine, California State University, Georgia Institute
of Technology, Georgia State and many more.
Many African-American parents are seeking a quality education for their children
at religious schools in urban communities. Dare to Choose was a study conducted with
399 low-to-moderate income African-American parents (Ratteray, 1986). The study
reported that 65% of the parents expected high academic achievement; 24% cultural
affirmation; and 11% sought religious instruction. Arnez and Jones-Wilson (1988)
presented a descriptive survey study and discovered that black parents of all
socioeconomic levels chose private schools seeking a quality education in a caring
familiar environment for their school aged children. Both studies noted parent
dissatisfaction with the public system.
Clara Mohammed Schools are the schools of choice for some African-American
parents. Research suggests that parents who choose their children's school tend to rank
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them higher than those whose schools are assigned. However, this alone may not explain
the degree to which parents are satisfied with the quality and operation of the schools
they chose. Declining enrollment in urban private schools mean that many more students
could be served. The widening of the achievement gap between African-American





This chapter is outlined to describe the theoretical framework utilized to examine
the relationship between the selected ten independent variables (religion, school climate,
culturally infused curriculum, academic excellence, character and leadership
development, identity (African-American), community and parent involvement,
affordable tuition, teacher quality and satisfaction with the quality and operation ofCMS
(Clara Mohammed School) as they affect the dependent variable, African-American
parents' perception and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools. The moderator
variables are the parent's religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and highest education level attained.
Definition of Terms
Academic Excellence: Relating to African-American parents' perception and
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' high scholastic standards and student
achievement that produce effective communicators and competitors that love knowledge
and love God as the source of all knowledge.
Affordable Tuition: Relating to African-American parents' perception and
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' provisions to ease the tuition burden on
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families by fundraisers to keep the fees modest, provide discounts for additional children,
and options that lower the rates.
African-American: Relating to a people of African descent whose identity is
established through their socio-historical and cultural experiences in America from the
time of enslavement to the present.
Character and Leadership Development: Relating to African-American parents'
perception and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' encouraging moral behavior,
personal responsibility and initiative by providing co-curricular enrichment opportunities.
Clara Mohammed School Philosophy: The educational philosophy ofCMS is a
combination of nature (human potential) and nurture (environmental influence). The
school provides the student with an environment that is conducive to the student's
complete development.
Clara Mohammed Schools: A network of Islamic schools named Clara
Mohammed Schools (CMS) connected with communities of African-American Muslims
who look to W. Deen Mohammed as their leader.
Clara Mohammed Schools Curriculum Objectives: The institution's programs
designed to facilitate the full [whole] development of students through the teaching and
learning process, which include: academic, social, cultural, religious, moral, economic,
and physical training.
Community and Parent Involvement: Relating to African-American parents'
perception and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed School valuing the human, financial,
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and material resources the family and community provide to the school and to the
schools' effort to cultivate strong home-school-community relationships.
Culturally-Infused Curricula: Relating to African-American parents' perception
and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' exposure of its students to culture,
history, and contributions of Muslims, Africans, and African-Americans to civilization
through an integrated, rigorous course of study designed to meet the total needs of its
students.
Identity (African-American): Relating to African-American parents' perception
and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed School fostering a positive and optimistic view of
African-American identity that is deeply rooted in faith, self-knowledge, self respect, and
human excellence. Identity is critical because it provides the context and content [the
unique perspective and relevant essentials of what is to be taught] in order to better
understand the past, to identify educational needs in the 21st Century, and to direct the
future planning process to facilitate continuous improvement for advancing the
educational condition and outcomes for African-Americans.
Islam: A way of life based on the submission to the will of Allah. [The religion
practiced by over a billion and a halfpeople around the world].
Islamic Educational Objective: To inculcate the individual learner with
knowledge, culture, and moral character enabling him/her to fulfill their greatest potential
ofhuman excellence for growth, a healthy lifestyle, service to mankind, and worship of
the Creator.
Perception: To be intuitively aware of; or general awareness.
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Quality: Degree of excellence.
Religion: Relating to African-American parents' perception and satisfaction with
Clara Mohammed Schools teaching belief in, obedience to, and worship of G-d the
Creator, promoting Islamic values based on the Qur'an and practices of Mohammed the
Prophet (PBUH).
Satisfaction: Contentment
Satisfaction with the Quality and Operation ofClara Mohammed School:
Relating to the parents' perception of nine selected CMS characteristics: religion, school
climate, culturally infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity (African-American),
community and parent involvement, character and leadership development, affordable
tuition, teacher quality, and the parent's religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age
range, K-12 school type attended, income, highest education level attained and their
influence on parents' overall contentment with the quality and operation of Clara
Mohammed Schools. The results indicate the variable/s that significantly determine
parental satisfaction with the Clara Mohammed Schools they chose for 2004 and 2005
school year.
School Climate: Relating to African-American parents' perception and
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' safety [from social ills], cleanliness,
discipline, orderliness, uniforms, family caring and commitment to the success of all its
students.
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Teacher Quality: Relating to African-American parents' perception and
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools' teaching staff as moral examples that are
qualified, sensitive, caring, and having high expectations for all students.
Definition of Variables
Independent Variables
Religion: The perceptions of African-American parents regarding the influence
of religion on parents' satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools. (Items 1-6)
School Climate: The perceptions of African-American parents regarding the
influence of school climate on parents' satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools.
(Items 7-12)
Culturally-Infused Curriculum: The perceptions of African-American parents
regarding the influence of culturally relevant curriculum on parents' satisfaction with
Clara Mohammed Schools. (Items 13-18)
Academic Excellence: The perception of African-American parents' regarding
the influence of academic excellence on parents' satisfaction with Clara Mohammed
Schools. (Items 19-24)
Identity (African-American): The perceptions of African-American parents
regarding the influence of identity (African-American) on parents' satisfaction with Clara
Mohammed Schools. (Items 25-30)
Community and Parent Involvement: The perceptions of African-American
parents regarding the influence of community and parent involvement on parents'
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools. (Items 31-36)
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Character and Leadership Development: The perceptions of African-American
parents' regarding the influence of character and leadership development on parents'
satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools. (Items 37-42)
Affordable Tuition: The perceptions of African-American parents regarding the
influence of affordable tuition on parents' satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools.
(Items 43-48)
Teacher Quality: The perceptions of African-American parents regarding the
influence of teacher quality on parents' satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools.
(Items 49-54)
Dependent Variable
Satisfaction with the quality and operation ofClara Mohammed School: parents'
rating their overall satisfaction with the quality and operation of Clara Mohammed
Schools. (Item 63-71)
Moderator Variables:
Religion: Religion of the parent/caregiver. (Item 55)
Marital Status: Marital status of the parent/caregiver. (Item 56)
Ethnicity: Ethnicity identified by the parent/caregiver. (Item 57)
Gender: Gender of the parent/caregiver. (Item 58)
Age: Age range of the parent/caregiver. (Item 59)
K-12 school type: Type of K-12 school attended by the parent/caregiver.
(Item 60)
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Income: Income of the parent/caregiver. (Item 61)
Highest Education: Highest education level of the parent/caregiver. (Item 62)
Relationship Among the Variables
The relationship among the variables for this study are illustrated in Figure 1.
The figure presents the conceptual framework and interactions between and among
variables.
Null Hypotheses
The null hypotheses and stepwise multiple regression questions for the study
examined how the selected variables: religion, school climate, culturally-relevant
curriculum, academic excellence, identity (African-American), community and parent
involvement, character and leadership development, affordable tuition, and teacher
quality influenced African-American parents' perceptions of Clara Mohammed Schools:
HOI: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religion infused
into the curriculum and their religion, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
HO2: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate
and their religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12
school type, income, and highest education attained.
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Independent Variables
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Figure 1. Relationship Among the Variables
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H03: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally
infused curriculum and their religion, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
HO4: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic
excellence and their religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age
range, K-12 school type, income, and highest education attained.
HO5: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity
(African-American) and their religion, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
HO6: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and
parent involvement and their religion, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
HO7: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' character and
leadership development and their religion, marital status, ethnicity,
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gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
HO8: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' affordable
tuition and their religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age
range, K-12 school type, income, and highest education attained.
HO9: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality
and their religion, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12
school type, income, and highest education attained.
H10: There is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception and satisfaction with CMS and what African-
American parents' view as Clara Mohammed Schools' most
satisfactory quality and operation and their religion, marital status,
ethnicity, gender, age range, K-12 school type, income, and highest
education attained.
Scope and Limitations
The limitations for this research study are as follows:
• This study was limited to four Clara Mohammed Schools and may not
be representative of all the Clara Mohammed Schools.
• The research study examined the relationship between the independent
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variables (religion, school climate, culturally-infused curriculum, academic
excellence, character and leadership development, identity (African-
American), community and parent involvement, affordable tuition, teacher
quality, and parents' satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS) that
influence African-American parents' perception of satisfaction with Clara
Mohammed Schools.
• It is highly possible that other relevant factors influenced African-
American parents' perception of satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools.
• It is assumed that the respondents felt that their anonymity was protected
and provided truthful answers to the survey questions.
• This study is limited by the dearth of researched information on the Clara
Mohammed Schools.
• The geographic scope of this study is the United States.
Summary
This chapter presented the theoretical framework utilized to examine the
relationship between the selected independent variables (religion, school climate,
culturally-relevant curriculum, academic excellence, identity (African-American),
community and parent involvement, character and leadership development, tuition,
teacher quality, and satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS) as they influence
the dependent variable, African-American parents' perception of satisfaction with Clara
Mohammed Schools as affected by the moderator variables of religion, marital status,
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This chapter describes and analyzes the methodology used in the investigation of
how the selected variables (religion, school climate, culturally-infused curriculum,
academic excellence, identity (African-American), community and parent involvement,
character and leadership development, tuition, teacher quality, and satisfaction with the
quality and operation of CMS) and their affect on African-American parents' perception
of satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools. This chapter discusses the research
design, description of the settings, the sampling procedures used, working with human
subjects, a description of the instrument, the data collection procedures, the statistical
applications to be used to analyze the data and a chapter summary.
Design of Study
A quantitative research design was used. Comparisons between groups were
made using a comparative research approach [ex post facto]. Studies that compare
groups based on levels of an attribute, independent variable, are called a comparative
approach (Harmon & Morgan, 1999). The research study was also descriptive in nature
since it delineated the demographic profile or moderator variables (religion, marital
status, ethnicity, gender, age range, type K-12 school parent attended, income, and
highest education level) of the parents in the study population.
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This study focused on the investigation ofhow the selected variables (religion,
school climate, culturally-infused curriculum, academic excellence, character and
leadership development, identity (African-American), community and parent
involvement, affordable tuition, teacher quality and satisfaction with the quality and
operation of CMS) affected African-American parents' perception of satisfaction with
Clara Mohammed Schools. Four Clara Mohammed Schools with similar structures were
chosen to have a representative sample which included different geographic regions in
the United States: Atlanta, Georgia in the South; Milwaukee, Wisconsin in the North;
Oakland, California in the West, and Washington, D.C. in the East.
This dissertation research study examined and analyzed respondents' answers to
scale-style questions, demographic questions, and a rank ordered question. The format of
scaled items is known as a Likert scale (McMillan & Schumacher, 2001). The true Likert
scale (pronounced Lick-ert) was used along with statements that are followed by a scale
of five potential responses (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly
disagree). The Likert scale was used to determine the influence of variables on parental
satisfaction.
Description of the Setting
The four schools in the research study are located in metropolitan urban centers in
working class communities. These schools have longevity in the community with an
average of 25 years of continuous schooling. They are beacons of learning and pride in
the inner city where K-12 public school achievement tend to be low. These private
schools are small learning communities with substantially lower teacher-to-student ratios.
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Their students tend to be at or above grade level on standardized test. The schools in this
study all have strong stable leadership and moral community support that provide the
schools with human and material resources.
The Clara Mohammed Schools ofAtlanta have recently received re-certification
from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). The Clara Mohammed
Schools of Milwaukee, Oakland, and Washington D.C are accredited by private school
agencies. All four schools have been recognized in their cities for academic excellence.
The vast majority of their students upon graduation or transitioning to another school
accepted into their school, college, or university of choice.
are
Sampling Procedures
The subjects in this research study included all parents/guardians in the four
selected schools. The targeted goal was N = 150 surveys. This study surpassed its goal
and N = 204.
Working with Human Subjects
Written authorization was sought from each participating school to conduct this
study. All of the subjects were adults, all subjects were volunteers, and all subjects
guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality so that the participants would not be
identifiable in any printed documents.
were
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Description of the Instrument
The parent satisfaction with Clara Mohammed School survey (Appendix A) was
designed to reflect school attributes that African-American parents identified as
influencing their independent school choice and impacting their school satisfaction. The
survey used to collect the data for this research study was developed by the researcher
with the assistance of Dr. Trevor Turner.
The survey instrument incorporated evaluative components from the four school
brochures and school literature as well as national journal/newspaper articles that
highlight the development and events of the schools. The instrument was pre-tested by
a sampling of parents from Clara Mohammed Schools not participating in the study to
validate that the instrument was accurately addressing the culture and language of the
schools' parent population, that the questions were properly posed, and that the survey
was a user friendly instrument prior to distribution to the subject population. The
objective of the instrument was to determine how the selected independent variables
(religion, school climate, culturally-infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity
(African-American), community and parent involvement, character and leadership,
tuition, teacher quality, and satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS) affect
African-American parents' perception of satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools.
The first section of the questionnaire had separate sections to address each
independent variable, with the average of six questions in each category to cover the
attributes parents may expect their schools to emphasize. The second section of the
questionnaire was eight parent demographic questions. The final section was a rank
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order assessment of each independent variable. All 63 questions were coded based on the
Likert Scale: 5 = (Strongly Agree), 4 = (Agree), 3 = (Neutral), 2 = (Disagree), 1 =
(Strongly Disagree).
Data Collection Procedure
The researcher was the primary collector of data. The subjects were identified by
the principal's designee, usually the secretary, who provided a list of parents/families
who had children enrolled in the school for the 2004-2005 school year. Multiple
approaches were planned to get all parents to complete the survey. The first approach
was for the researcher to attend the monthly Parent Teacher Association meeting and
conduct the survey research in a formal manner. Pocket folders were prepared for each
individual respondent with a parent survey, ink pen, letter concerning confidentiality
rights, directions on how to complete the survey, and a thank you letter for each school.
Two approaches were used to survey absentee parents. Students were given a packet to
take home to the parents to be returned to the researcher the next day. Also, absentee
parents were mailed a survey with a pre-labeled return postage paid address to the
researcher. Each school had a different colored survey: Milwaukee was green, Atlanta
was blue, Washington D.C. was yellow, and Oakland was pink. This assisted in coding
and analyzing the data.
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Statistical Application
The questionnaires were coded, and data was entered into the computer via
Microsoft Excel and calculated using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).
SPSS was used to summarize the data collected in this study. The following statistical
procedures were Pearson Correlation, Frequency, Factor Analysis, and Stepwise Multiple
Regression. The information presented in this chapter includes demographic information
on the population sample and the results and analysis of the statistical tests applied to the
null hypotheses.
Delimitations
This research study is delimited to the perceptions of the group of parents from
four urban metropolitan Islamic schools located in different geographic locations in the
United States: West, East, North and South who enrolled their child or children in a Clara
Mohammed School for the 2004-2005 school year. The researcher has made the
assumption with respectful, full regard that parents are capable of determining their level
of satisfaction with the Clara Mohammed School.
Reliability Test
A Reliability test using SPSS reliability procedure was performed on the
instrument used in this study in order to validate the use of the survey instrument. The
survey consists of nine components that measure the following areas: religion, school
climate, culturally-infused curricula, academic excellence, character and leadership
development, identity (African-American), community and parent involvement,
affordable tuition, and teacher quality.
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The survey items were grouped to represent religion (items 1 to 6), school climate
(items 7 to 12), culturally-infused curriculum (items 13 to 18), academic excellence
(items 19 to 24), identity (African-American), (items 25 to 30), community and parental
involvement (items 31 to 36), character and leadership development (items 37 to 42),
tuition (items 43 to 48), and teacher quality (items 49 to 54).
The response choices were assigned numerical values as follows: (5) Strongly
Agree; (4) Agree; (3) Neutral (2) Disagree; and (1) Strongly Disagree. The results of the
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This chapter described the methodology and procedures that were used to conduct
this study. In addition, this chapter included the research design, a description of the
setting, sampling procedures, working with human subjects, a description of the
instrument, data collection procedures, and the statistical application.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The focus of this study is to determine the parental attitudes and perceptions of
the quality of education their child receive and operation of the Clara Mohammed
Schools (CMS) they have chosen. This study seeks to determine if there is a relationship
between the Afncan-American parents' perceptions and attitudes of Clara Mohammed
Schools in the following areas: religion infused into curriculum, school climate,
culturally-infused curricula, academic excellence, identity (African-American),
community and parental involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, and
teacher quality and their satisfaction. This study investigated the following demographic
data: religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income,
and family highest level of education attained. These variables were examined to
determine whether they influence parent satisfaction of Clara Mohammed Schools in
regards to religion infused into curriculum, school climate, culturally-infused curricula,
academic excellence, identity (Afncan-American), community and parental involvement,
character and leadership development, tuition, and teacher quality.
This chapter presents and analyzes data obtained from four schools. In order to
analyze the factors influencing African-American parents' satisfaction with Clara
Mohammed Schools, surveys were administered to each parent who participated in the
study. The data were analyzed in hypotheses 1 through 10. The survey items were
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grouped to represent 9 factors: religion (items 1 to 6), school climate (items 7 to 12),
culturally-infused curriculum (items 13 to 18), academic excellence (items 19 to 24),
identity (African-American) (items 25 to 30) community and parental involvement (items
31 to 36), character and leadership development (items 37 to 42), tuition (items 43 to 48)
teacher quality (items 49 to 54).
The response choices were assigned numerical values as follows: (5) Strongly
Agree; (4) Agree; (3) Neutral (2) Disagree; and (1) Strongly Disagree. The dependent
variable is satisfaction with quality and operation of CMS (items 63-71). The scale used
to measure satisfaction and importance ranges from 1 to 5, where 1 = not satisfied, 2 =
less satisfied, 3 = somewhat satisfied, 4 = satisfied, and 5 = very satisfied.
The demographic questions regarding parents' religion, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age, school type parent attended, income, highest degree of family-choices were
assigned numerical values based on the nominal or ordinal order in which they appeared
on the survey.
The statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) was used to summarize the
data collected in this study. The Pearson correlation, Frequency, and Multiple
Regression statistical procedures were used. The information presented in this chapter
includes demographic information on the population sample and the results and analyses
of the statistical tests applied to the null hypotheses.
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Summary
This chapter presents the statistical analysis of the data obtained by analyzing the
responses of 204 parents from four schools. The 10 hypotheses of the study were tested,
using the statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS). The procedures used were
frequency, Pearson correlation, and stepwise regression statistical procedures. All of the
statistical procedures were tested at the .05 significance level.
Table 2 provides basic statistics on how the average parent responded to the various
variables outlined on the survey instrument.
Table 2
Response Means ofParents' Perceptions Variables and Demographics
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The average parent was satisfied with the quality and operations of Clara
Mohammed Schools, in regard to the nine factors used to evaluate the schools (Table 3).
The average parent agreed that Clara Mohammed Schools provided quality education and
support in the following area: religion, school climate, culturally-infused curricula,
academic excellence, identity (African-American), community and parental involvement,
character and leadership development, tuition, and teacher quality.
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Table 3
Response Means ofSatisfaction with Quality ofOperations with CMS
Satisfied with religion infused in curriculum
Satisfied with teacher quality
Satisfied with school climate
Satisfied with identity (African-American)
Satisfied with character and leadership
development
Satisfied with tuition
Satisfied with community and parental
involvement
Satisfied with academic excellence


































HOI: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religion infused curriculum and
their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
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Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religious instruction practices and their
age. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant relationship
between African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religious
instruction practices and their age. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in
Table 4, indicate that African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed
Schools' religious instruction practices is significantly related to their age. The Pearson
correlation r coefficient value of. 151 significant at the p = 0.037 level is less than the
tested significance level of 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Table 4



















































































































































HO2: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion,
ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income,
and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion,
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ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family
highest level of education attained. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there
is any significant relationship. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in Table
4, indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion, ethnicity,
marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level
of education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO3: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally infused curriculum
and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally infused curriculum and their
income. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant
relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed
Schools' culturally infused curriculum and their income. The results of the Pearson
correlation as shown in Table 4 indicate that African-American parents' perception of
Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally infused curriculum is significantly related to their
income. The Pearson correlation r coefficient value of-.173 significant at the p = 0.020
level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is
rejected.
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H04: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended,
income, and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and
family highest level of education attained. A Pearson correlation was used to determine
if there is any significant relationship. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown
in Table 4, indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and
family highest level of education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO5: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity (African-American) and
their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity (African-American) and their
age. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant relationship
between African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity
(African-American) and their age. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in
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Table 5, indicate that African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed
Schools' identity (African-American) is significantly related to their age. The Pearson
correlation r coefficient value of .148 significant at the p = 0.041 level is less than the
tested significance level of 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Table 5
Variablesfor Hypotheses 5 Through 8 Correlated with Parents' Demographic Variables
Character
Identity Community and
(African and Parent Leadership















































































































































HO6: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and parental
involvement and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12
school type attended, income, and family highest level of education
attained.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and parental involvement
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and their income. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant
relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed
Schools' community and parental involvement and their income. The results of the
Pearson correlation, as shown in Table 5, indicate that African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and parental involvement is
significantly related to their income. The Pearson correlation r coefficient value of - .167
significant at the p = 0.025 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO7: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' character and leadership
development and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12
school type attended, income, and family highest level of education
attained.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' character and leadership development
and their income. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant
relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed
Schools' character and leadership development their income. The results of the Pearson
correlation, as shown in Table 5, indicate that African-American parents' perception of
Clara Mohammed Schools' character and leadership development is significantly related
to their income. The Pearson correlation r coefficient value of - .149 significant at the p =
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0.046 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05. Therefore, the null
hypothesis is rejected.
HO8: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and their religion,
ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income,
and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and their religion, ethnicity,
marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level
of education attained. A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any
significant relationship. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in Table 5,
indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and their religion, ethnicity, marital
status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level of
education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO9: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended,
income, and family highest level of education attained.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and their income. A
Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant relationship between
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African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and
their income. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in Table 6, indicate that
African-American parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality is
significantly related to their income. The Pearson correlation r coefficient value of-.155
significant at the p = 0.038 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Table 6































































HO10: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
satisfaction with the quality and operation of Clara Mohammed Schools
and their perception of CMS in terms of religion infused into the
curriculum, school climate, cultural infused curriculum, academic
excellence, identity (African-American), community and parental
involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, and teacher
quality.
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A Pearson correlation was used to determine if there is any significant
relationship between parents' satisfaction and perceptions of the operations and quality of
CMS. The results of the Pearson correlation, as shown in Table 7, indicate that there is a
significant relationship. Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with
African-American parents' perception of and satisfaction with Clara Mohammed Schools'
quality and operation and their perception of CMS in terms of religion infused into the
curriculum, school climate, cultural-infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity
(African-American), community and parental involvement, character and leadership
development, tuition, and teacher quality.
Table 7
Satisfaction with Quality and Operation ofClara Mohammed Schools Correlated with
Independent Variable
Satisfaction of Quality
and Operation of CMS
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The religion infused into the curriculum Pearson correlation r coefficient value of
.221 significant at the p = 0.003 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05.
The school climate Pearson correlation r coefficient value of .317 significant at the p =
0.000 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05. The culturally infused
curriculum Pearson correlation r coefficient value of .298 significant at the p = 0.000
level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05. The academic excellence Pearson
correlation r coefficient value of .329 significant at the p = 0.000 level is less than the
tested significance level of 0.05. The identity (African-American) Pearson correlation r
coefficient value of .305 significant at the p = 0.000 level is less than the tested
significance level of 0.05.
The community and parental involvement Pearson correlation r coefficient value
of .303 significant at the p = 0.000 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05.
The character and leadership development Pearson correlation r coefficient value of .403
significant at the p = 0.000 level is less than the tested significance level of 0.05. The
tuition Pearson correlation r coefficient value of .267 significant at the p = 0.000 level is
less than the tested significance level of 0.05. The teacher quality Pearson correlation r
coefficient value of .300 significant at the p = 0.000 level is less than the tested
significance level of 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Regression Analysis
HOI 1: What would be the order of the selected independent variables in
explaining satisfaction with quality and operation ofCMS?
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Hypothesis 11 was tested using a Stepwise Multiple Regression to determine if a
significant relationship exists between Satisfaction of quality and operation of CMS the
dependent variable, and the independent and moderating variables: religion-infused
curriculum, school climate, culturally-infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity
(African-American), community and parental involvement, character and leadership
development, tuition, teacher quality, religion of parent, marital status, ethnicity, gender,
age, school type, income, and family highest degree.
The Multiple Regression is used to test the design model where satisfaction of
quality and operation of CMS is the dependent variable and all other variables are treated
as independent variables. This model is used to determine which of the independent
variables are predictors of importance and satisfaction of quality and operation of CMS.
The results are displayed in Table 8.
Table 8




















































































a. Predictors: (Constant), Character and Leadership Development
b. Predictors: (Constant), Character and Leadership Development, Highest Degree of Family
c. Dependent Variable: Satisfaction of Quality and Operation ofCMS
Variables not in the equation: religion infused curriculum, teacher quality, school climate, identity
(Afhcan-American), community and parental involvement, tuition, academic excellence, cultural infused
curriculum, religion ofparent, marital status, ethnicity, gender, age, school type and income
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The results of the regression analysis indicate that character and leadership
development (Beta = .373), and family highest degree (Beta = -.2411), in that order, tend
to explain satisfaction with quality and operations ofCMS significantly (at .05 level). It
should be noted that parent's highest degree had an inversely significant relationship with
satisfaction with the quality and operation of CMS as indicated by the negative beta
coefficients. Therefore, families with lower degrees are more satisfied with CMS quality
and operations than families with higher degrees. The adjusted R Square is 0.202
indicating that approximately 20% of the variance on the satisfaction with quality and
operations ofCMS is explained by the two variables, leaving 80% ofthe variance to be
explained by variables not included in this study. The F 16.116 is significant at P=0.000
< 0.05 level, indicating that character and leadership development and family highest
degree contributed significantly to the variance on satisfaction with quality and operation
of CMS. The other variables are outside of the equation, indicating no significant
relationship.
CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine the parental attitudes and perceptions
of satisfaction with the quality of education their children receive with the operation of
the Clara Mohammed Schools they chose. This study sought to determine if there is a
relationship between the dependent variable, African-American parents' satisfaction of
Clara Mohammed Schools, and nine selected independent variables: religion infused into
the curriculum, school climate, culturally infused curricula, academic excellence, identity
(African-American), community and parental involvement, character and leadership
development, tuition, and teacher quality. Clara Mohammed Schools with similar
demographics were chosen to test if there is a degree of consistency among parent
responses across different U. S. geographic regions.
Findings
African-American parents' perception of whether Clara Mohammed Schools'
infused religion into the schools' curriculum is significantly related to parent's ages. The
results show that the older a parent was, the more likely they agreed that Clara
Mohammed Schools infused religion into the schools' curriculum. This implies that
younger parents have less knowledge, appreciation, or recognition of the efforts of CMS
in regards to infusing religion into the curriculum.
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There is no relationship between African-American parents' perception of Clara
Mohammed Schools' school climate and the parent's religion, ethnicity, marital status,
gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level of education
attained.
African-American parents' perception of whether Clara Mohammed Schools'
have culturally infused curriculum is significantly inversely related to their income. The
results show that higher income parents are less likely to agree that Clara Mohammed
Schools infused culture into the schools' curriculum. This implies the higher the income
ofparents, the greater their expectations and standards.
There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and the parent's religion,
ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income and family
highest level of education attained.
African-American parents' perception of whether Clara Mohammed School's
identity (African-American) is significantly related to the parent's age. The results
indicate the older a parent was, the more likely they were to agree that Clara Mohammed
Schools infused identity (African-American) into the daily activities of their students.
This implies that younger parents have less knowledge, appreciation or recognition ofthe
efforts ofCMS in regards to identity (African-American).
African-American parents' perception of whether Clara Mohammed Schools'
community and parental involvement is significantly inversely related to the parent's
Ill
income. The higher a parent's income, the more likely they were to disagree that Clara
Mohammed Schools infused community and parental involvement.
African-American parents' perception of whether Clara Mohammed Schools
encourages and promotes character and leadership development is significantly inversely
related to their income. Parents with the higher income are more likely to disagree that
Clara Mohammed Schools encourage participation of the community and parents.
There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and the parent's religion, ethnicity,
marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income and family highest level of
education attained.
African-American parents' perceptions of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher
quality is significantly inversely related to the parent's income. The higher the income of
the parent, the more likely they were to disagree that Clara Mohammed Schools have
quality teachers.
There is a significant relationship between African-American parents' perceptions
and satisfaction with the quality and operations of Clara Mohammed Schools in terms of
religion inftsed curriculum, teacher quality, school climate, identity (African-American),
community and parental involvement, tuition, academic excellence, character and
leadership development and cul.urally-infi.ed curriculum. Quality is a factor in school
choice and parental satisfaction. Parents want a quality education in an environment
where their children can succeed and have their ethnic, religious or cultura! identity
affirmed. African-American parents chose Clara Mohammed School for its religion and
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culture infusion into the curriculum, academic excellence, community and parent
involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, teacher quality, school
climate and the schools' influence on the identity (African-American) oftheir children.
Character and leadership development and families' highest academic degree
explain or predict satisfaction with quality and operations ofCMS significantly.
Character and leadership development are predictors of the quality and satisfaction of
CMS. It should be noted that family's highest degree had an inversely significant
relationship with satisfaction with quality and operation ofCMS as indicated by the
negative beta coefficients. Therefore, families with lower academic degrees are more
satisfied with CMS quality and operations than families with higher academic degrees.
Conclusions
HOI: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religion infused curriculum and
their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' religious infusion into curriculum and their age.
Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO2: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion,
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ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income,
and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' school climate and their religion, ethnicity,
marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level
of education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO3: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally infused curriculum
and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' culturally infused curriculum and their income.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO4: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended,
income, and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' academic excellence and their religion,
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ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family
highest level of education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO5: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity (African-American) and
their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type
attended, income, and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' identity (African-American) and their age.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO6: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and parental
involvement and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12
school type attended, income, and family highest level of education
attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' community and parental involvement and their
income. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO7: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' character and leadership
development and their religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12
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school type attended, income, and family highest level of education
attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship with African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' character and leadership development and their
income. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO8: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and their religion,
ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income,
and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is no significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' tuition and their religion, ethnicity,
marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended, income, and family highest level
of education attained. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
HO9: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and their
religion, ethnicity, marital status, gender, age, K-12 school type attended,
income, and family highest level of education attained.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate that there is a significant relationship between African-American
parents' perception ofClara Mohammed Schools' teacher quality and their income.
Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HO10: There is no significant relationship between African-American parents'
perception in regards to satisfactory quality and operation of Clara
Mohammed Schools' and their perception ofCMS in terms of religion
infused into the curriculum, school climate, cultural infused curriculum,
academic excellence, identity (African-American), community and
parental involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, and
teacher quality.
A Pearson correlation was used to determine the relationship between variables.
Results indicate tha, there is a significant relationship with African-American parents-
perception of Clara Mohammed Schools' satisfactory of quality md operation mi ,hdr
perception ofCMS in terms ofreligion inrused into the curriculum, school climate,
cultural infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity (African-American),
community and parental involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, and
teacher quality. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
HOI 1: What would be the order of the selected independent variables in
explaining satisfaction with quality and operation ofCMS?
A Stepwise Multiple Regression was used to determine ifa significant
relationship exisa between satisfaction with quality and operation ofCMS me dependent
variable, and the independent and moderating variables: religion infused into tie
curriculum, school climate, cultural infused curriculum, academic excellence, identity
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(African-American), community and parental involvement, character and leadership
development, tuition, and teacher quality, religion ofparent, marital status, ethnicity,
gender, age, school type, income, and family highest degree.
The results indicate that character and leadership development and family
academic highest degree in that order tend to explain satisfaction with quality and
operations of CMS. It should be noted that a parent's highest degree had an inverse
significant relationship with satisfaction with quality and operation of CMS as indicated
by the negative beta coefficients. Therefore, families with lower degrees are more
satisfied with CMS quality and operations than families with higher degrees. The other
variables are outside of the equation, indicating no significant relationship.
Implications
Since seven ofthe ten null hypotheses were rejected, this indicates that there are
significant relationships between parent's satisfaction with quality and operation ofCMS
and their perception of CMS in terms ofreligion infused into the curriculum, school
climate, culturally-infused curricuium, academic excellence, identity (African-American),
community and parental involvement, character and leadership development, tuition, and
teacher quality. Based on the findings and conclusions of the study, the following
implications can be made:
1 • The study found that satisfaction with the quality and operations of the school
is significantly related to the character and leadership development of their
children. The implication is that schools must pay more attention to character
and leadership development of students. Those schools that do not pay
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attention to character and leadership development of their students will begin
to see their enrollment drop.
2. The study found that parents whose children attended CMS are satisfied with
the quality and operations of CMS. This outcome suggests that CMS schools
may attract more students if other school providers fail to meet the needs of
urban students, especially African-Americans. The implication would suggest
that CMS would probably need to expand its viability as an alternate choice
for parents by making itself more available and financially attractive.
However, as Clara Muhammad Schools grow to meet the needs of the
community, their quality and satisfaction should not suffer.
3. The study found that older parents held greater value for the practices and the
use of religion at CMS than younger parents. This implies that younger
parents may value school attributes not identified in this study. This would
suggest that younger parents are not selecting CMS solely on the basis oftheir
religious values and dimensions. Future growth ofCMS should take into
account that some parents select the school based on the institution's mission,
reputation, and parents' need to provide a quality and safe experience for their
children.
4. The study found that parents with higher income are more .ike,y to disagree
that CMS inftses culture into the curriculum. CMS's moving forward in the
future should recognize and understand the differences in parent expectations
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and standards between varying income groups, as they translate into the
expectations they have of the teachers and the organization.
5. The study found that older parents are more knowledgeable ofthe practices of
identity (African-American) at CMS or either more involved in the schools.
This implies that younger parents may believe that identity formation is more
the responsibility of the home. The implication of this finding is that younger
parents are less likely to agree that CMS is teaching identity (African-
American) to their children.
6. The study found that parents with higher income were more likely to disagree
that CMS engages in community and parental involvement. This implies that
higher income parents do not believe that CMS sufficiently engage the
community and parents in the quality of involvement they expect.
7. The study found that the higher income parents are more likely to disagree
that CMS are open to character and leadership development. This implies
higher income parents have greater expectations and standards as to what
constitutes character and leadership development. Often students ofhigher
socio-economic status have greater opportunities and association with external
organizations that develop identity, whereas students of lower socio-economic
status have limited associations to form values and identity.
8. The study found that parents with higher incomes are more likely to disagree
that CMS provide quality teaching. This implies that higher income parents
have greater standards and expectations. The implication of this finding is
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that CMS should make an effort to change the perceptions of higher income
parents; otherwise, they may lose some students, and will end up with a larger
enrollment of lower socioeconomic status students.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are made:
1. Further research should be conducted with a larger random sample population
reflecting a more diverse socio-economic status to investigate the relationship
between satisfaction with quality and operation and student achievement.
2. Further research should be conducted to compare CMS with other religious
schools. A larger population may offer different findings.
3. Many schools are facing pressures from an increasing number of stakeholders.
The school system should engage the community to provide a sense of
comfort and assurance that the school is providing for the needs of the
students, and meeting the expectations of the community. One suggestion is
that schools provide more frequent status reports on how the schools are
performing, as well as how the students are performing both socially and
academically. If these updates are made consistently, opportunities will
emerge for more partnerships, support from the community. If intervention is
done early, some of the problems a school and community face can be
minimized and more easily addressed.
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Recommendations for Future Research
1. Conduct a more controlled study that would measure the quantity and quality
of parent involvement in their child's education.
2. Collect information to explain the differences of the CMS and public schools
in regards to student achievement. This will allow researchers to identify
African-American parents who chose Clara Mohammed Schools over other
providers of the values, environments, and curricula that result in a more
quality educational experience for their children than can be found in public
schools.
3. An analysis (or study) is required to find out what aspects of the traditional
school are productive and what aspects are not productive in terms of student
achievement. A plan should be developed to improve those aspects of
traditional schools that are not functioning satisfactorily
4. Investigate why younger and older parents choose CMS.
5. Investigate if parents have different expectations and standards based on
income.
6. Investigate if parents have different expectations of how children's identity is
developed based on the parent's income level.
7. Investigate why parents of different income levels participate in their
children's schools.
8. Investigate the impact of class-size in CMS schools and student achievement.
9. Study the amazing diversity in demographics and school size, location and
organizational structure of CMS.
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10. Investigate the relationship between actual differences in student achievement
at independent schools versus public schools in urban, suburban and rural
schools.
11. Investigate satisfaction with facilities of CMS schools.
12. Investigate the rules and regulations that apply to CMS schools and determine
their relationship with student achievement.
Summary
More and more Americans are becoming increasingly concerned about the quality
and condition of our public schools, and these institutions' ability to fulfill their mission.
The trend is that parents are opting out of public schools by choice. Parents are making a
selection based on quality over short-term financial cost. Some parents have decided that
educating their child for future opportunities and economic prosperity is still a distant
dream and foreign concept for many who live in poverty, chaos, and high crime
environments. Although the financial circumstances and traditional legacy of limited
basic education still permeates African-American communities, many are now making
decisions to break the cycle, and provide opportunities to their children.
Quality is a factor in school choice and parental satisfaction. Parents want a
quality education in an environment where their children can succeed and have their
ethnic, religious, and or cultural identity affirmed. African-American parents chose Clara
Mohammed School for its infusion of religion and culture into the curriculum, academic
excellence, community and parent involvement, character and leadership development,
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tuition, teacher quality, school climate, and the schools' influence on the identity
(African-American) of their children.
In most private and charter schools, parents have greater control over holding the
school accountable, and responsive. Unlike a public school, parents can withdraw their
children and request a refund of the tuition. In charter and private schools, the teachers
are more accountable and have less protection in regards to teacher unions and other
policy requirements, obstacles that public institutions are required to follow. The ability
of private and charter schools to try different curriculum strategies such as curricula that
are developmental, experienced based, and externally-controlled provides these
institutions the flexibility to adapt to the needs of the students and the particular
community. Because of the difference in the ability of the parent to hold the private or
charter school accountable, and the ability of the organization to make structural changes
to implement innovative ideas, the perceptions and satisfaction of parents are, in general,
more likely to be positive than are generally found with public schools, where there is
less autonomy and more bureaucracy.
Determining quality and satisfaction of the operation and product of CMS
assumes that CMS produces results that are desired and valued by the parents and that the
services meet the parent's requirements and expectations. An equally important measure
of quality is what happens to students as a result of doing the work the school provides.
School quality, in great measure, is its ability to meet the basic needs of students. For
students to do quality work, the student must see that the work will benefit them, not the
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teacher, or the parent. Educators must know what students value and what will meet their
needs.
The organization's values and beliefs should be aligned in order for parents to be
satisfied with the quality and for operations to be positive. There should be a congruency
between CMS's values and beliefs and the daily practices and behavior of its members.
The study found that the parents perceived that CMS's daily practices were in line with
their expectations and beliefs. This would suggest, in most cases, that the CMS is doing
an effective job in communicating ideas, beliefs and values to its parents and to other
stakeholders.
African-American parents have had difficulty controlling the academic, social, and
cultural influences on their children in most public schools. The achievement gap
continues to widen; states continue to grapple with the issues of inequality in taxation and
per pupil expenditures and some feel increased testing does not necessarily result in the
quality education Brown promised. Parents are exercising the option of selecting
independent schools as a solution to the underachievement, diminished spiritual, cultural
and ethnic identity they perceive their children are experiencing in public schools.
One of the facts revealed in this study, is the access of independent community-
based schools to more and more lower income students. Twenty-five percent of the
parents in this study had incomes less than $20,000. Seventy-five percent female, 74% of
the Islamic faith, 63% married, 65% of the parents attended public school. In most
instances, the parents send their children to these CMS out of a deep social need to rescue
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them immediately from negative learning environments and place fern in settings where
they can flourish academically, spiritually culturally and socially.
Since the courts have ruled tha, using vouchers for private secular and parochial
schools does not constitute the establishment of religion and does no. violate the First
Amendment ofthe U. S. Constitution, many schools may be started with some religious
foundation. Many existing independent schools are already teaching cultural heritage and
racial history as well as religion.
One of the findings in this study indicates that character and leadership
development are predictors ofthe satisfaction with quality and operations of Clara
Mohammed Schools. The Clara Mohammed Schools are predominately located in urban
communities and are known to be supported by active paren, and community
constituencies; hence, this study could offer possibilities for pilot study-mode.s for use by
public schools in those same communities that are seeking to increase character and
leadership development. Although some studies suggest tha, parent involvement is the
most important determinant ofa child's success in school (Epstein, ,997); the results in
•his study suggested different priorities. Nevertheless, parental choice in the initial
selection of an educational environment constitutes one form ofparen, involvement and
does no. necessarily diminish its importance. However, me character and leadership
development ofthe CMS children was a more desirable outcome.
Researchers have documented that the parents in the Dare ,o Choose study
believed ma, the negative learning environments their children experienced in public
schools had caused their dissatisfaction wi,h the public system. Specific reasons given
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for not choosing public schools having the following characteristics: overcrowding,
disciplinary problems, fear for personal safety, failure to reinforce the values of the
parents, inability of teachers to provide sufficient attention to individual students, and
failure to foster a positive affirmation of the child's cultural or religious traditions.
Ratteray et al. (1987) reported that dissatisfied parents went on to seek school
characteristics such as a family like atmosphere, strong expectations for student
achievement, early teaching of basic skills, and cultural and religious values. Because of
their dissatisfaction, many have sought a variety of alternatives to the public education.
This study surveyed parents in Islamic school settings, whether or not they were satisfied
with the schools their children were attending. The findings indicated that the average
parent was satisfied with the Clara Mohammed Schools in the following areas: religion
infused into the curriculum, school climate, culturally-infused curriculum, academic
excellence, identity (African-American), community and parental involvement, character
and leadership development, tuition, and teacher quality.
School climate is important to the parents, teachers, students and administrators.
It is not attributable to any one demographic. The African-American parents may be
envisioning the school climate Ron Edmonds articulated in the Effective School Model
where he proposed in the late 1970s what Pollard (2000) described as an approach to
better serve African-American children:
A strong committed principal is key, strong emphasis on academic
achievement (self esteem and confidence would follow), teachers with
high expectations, stable staff, principal and teachers perceived as
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surrogate parents and mutual respect of students to adults, adults to
children, children should feel at home, parents and community members
should feel welcome in the school, minimal interference from politics,
unions/government, clear vision, a thoroughly grounded program infused
with cultural pride, (p. 7)
Another researcher proposed simple tangible solutions for improving education in
urban schools. Lee (2003) suggested inner-city schools raise expectations, allocate
resources to help students fulfill mem, and utilize a construe™, standard instead of
starting with the deficit view of learning. The construct™, model, according ,o Lee,
assumes tha, all children have intelligence and can grow academically when engaged in
sustained intellectual exploration that honors their own uniqueness.
In Clara Mohammed Schools, the traditional vestiges ofme characteristics of
public schools are abandoned and the individual becomes the focus. Denbo and
colleagues (2002) agreed wi«h the necessity for change, bu, strongly suggested that
institutional practices in many urban public schools are a major contributor to limiting the
educational opportunities and economic potential for African-American children.
The Clara Mohammed Schools have in their mission to wipe-ou, the possible
causes of the achievement gap, like: lingering racial inferiority complexes, low teacher
expectations, inadequate curriculum, poor access to information, vestiges ofracism i
school, peer pressure, and lack ofparental involvement. Future studies should expl,




to prac.ice, CMS believes, like many other successfal schools, that ifa school's
purpose and mission is infused with ft. student's knowledge ofone's culture and
tuition, this support student's self-concep, and actualization, affording tha, student a
better chance a, success in an academic and social concept within the larger community.
APPENDIX A
Parent Survey
Do NOT Write Your Name on the Questionnaire or on the Return Envelope
its entirety before agreeing to participate Schools. Please read this
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Using the scale below, please circle the number at the right of each statement that best
represents your opinion of Clara Mohammed Schools.















This school teaches that G-d is the sovereign Creator and
ruler of the universe
This school teaches that man was created to obey and
worship G-d
This school promotes and practices Islamic beliefs and
values in accordance with the Qur'an, the life of Prophet
Mohammed,(PBUH), his Sunnah and Hadith
This school teaches moral values and how to apply moral
decision making in daily living
This school teaches Qur'anic Arabic to enhance the study
of the Qur'an in its revealed language
This school teaches respect for other people and their
religious beliefs
School Climate
This school treats my child and family with dignity and
respect
This school appreciates parents for their child's enrollment
This school has a pleasant familial environment
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1





5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
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Appendix A (continued)
10. This school is safe, clean, disciplined, orderly, and require
school uniforms
11. This school is committed to my child's success
12. This school has a zero tolerance for drugs, alcohol, gang
violence, and sexual promiscuity
Culturally Infused Curriculum
13. This school exposes my child to a variety of cultural
experiences
14. This school exposes my child to the history, culture, and
contributions Muslims, Africans, and African Americans
have made to world civilization
15. This school exposes my child to the history and
contributions of African American's to the United States
16. This school has a full curriculum to meet the total needs of
my child
17. This school has a core standard curriculum and Islamic
Studies and Arabic
18. This school encourages appreciation of other cultures
Academic Excellence
19. This school has high academic standards and expectations
for all students
20. This school encourages students to achieve at their highest
Potential
21. This school engages its students in academic competitions
22. This school has high rates of on time promotion and
graduation and encourages higher education and life long
learning
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
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Appendix A (continued)
23. This school prepares students to be effective
communicators
24. This school seeks to instill a love of knowledge and love of
G-d as the source of all knowledge
Identity (African American)
25. This school promotes a positive view of African American
identity
26. This school produces students who feel valued, and
connected to G-d, and a part of the brotherhood of man
27. This school helps students develop their interest and talents
28. This school encourages human compassion and community
service
29. This school teaches that G-d is the source of all good and
the school respects student's religious identity
30. This school teaches that the human being is the trustee
[Khalifa] of the earth
Community and Parent Involvement
31. This school cultivates a strong bond between the home,
school, and community
32. This school requires parent/guardian involvement in the
school
33. This school places high value on the resources the parents
and community provide to the school
34. This school fosters interactions across generations through








5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
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Appendix A (continued)
35. This school promotes open communication between home,
school, and community
36. This school encourages the community to celebrate student
achievement
Character and Leadership Development
37. This school encourages enduring habits of self-discipline,
honesty, courtesy, truthfulness, trustworthiness, and other
ethical practices firmly rooted in the principles of Al-Islam
38. This school encourages students to take personal
responsibility for themselves, their school, local and world
community
39. This school encourages my child to respect himself, his
property, and the property of others
40. This school requires students to respect those in authority
especially teachers and elders
41. This school exposes my child to student government and
other enrichment programs that develops his/her leadership
potential
42. This school challenges students to be self directed,
resourceful and to be independent thinkers
Affordable Tuition
43. The school strives to keep the tuition rates modest
44. School-wide fundraisers help to offset large tuition
increases
45. This school offers lower rates to those who pay early
46. The school offers a tuition discount for families with more
than one child enrolled
5 4 3 2 1




















48. This school offers a parent volunteer work program to
offset tuition
Teacher Quality
49. This school has teachers who are knowledgeable of the
subject(s) they teach and work to stay current
50. The teachers at this school have high expectations for my
child
51. The teachers at this school show they care about my child
and strive to meet his/her individual needs
52. The teachers at this school are patient, fair, and consistent
in applying their discipline rules
53. The teachers at this school exhibit high moral character
54. The teachers at this school are organized, competent and
strive for excellence
Please complete the following personal information.
55. My religion is: (1) Islam (2) Christianity
56. My marital status is: (1) Married _
(4) Widowed
(2) Single
5 4 3 2 1
5
5
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1





57. My ethnicity is: (1) African American
(3) Caucasian
58. My gender is: (1) female






(4) 51 and Over
60. The type of school I attended for K-12 was:































Place in priority order, with 5 being most important and 1 least important, the















Character and Leadership Development
Affordable Tuition
Community and Parent Involvement
Academic Excellence
Culturally Infused Curriculum
Thank you for completing this questionnaire
APPENDIX B

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































satisfied with school climate
Cumulative




































satisfied with identity (African American)
Cumulative






































satisfied with character and leadership development
Cumulative










































































satisfied with community and parental involvement
Cumulative



























































































































Religion Infused Into Curriculum
Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis


























































































N of Cases - 196.0
Alpha = .8459





Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)























































































N of Cases = 198.0
Alpha = .8361




Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)























































































N of Cases - 191.0
Alpha = .8599




Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)


























































































































































































N of Cases = 193.0
.8506




Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)





























































































Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - SCALE (ALPHA)































































































Method 1 (space saver) will be used for this analysis


























































































N of Cases = 182.0
Alpha = .8356

















































































































b. Year of Establishment/Operation
c. Grade Level:
1. K-3 4. K-9






















Length of service in present position
Highest Degree
Area of Specialization
Years of Experience: _ Teaching Administration Counseling
Name (Director/Head Administrator),
Address




Length of service in present position
Highest Degree
Area of Specialization














a. Size of Population: Muslim
b. Ethnicity: African American Asian
c. Geographic Boundaries (Radius of Service Area)
Non-Muslim
_Hispanic _ Other
B. Philosophy and Goals: Does your school have a written statement of philosophy and














1. Expenditure & Income
What was the expenditure in the year 2003-2004:
Projected expenditure for 2004-2005:
Expected income for 2004-2005:
2. Percentage of expenditures allocated to each of the following categories:
% Administration % Instruction % Rent
% Scholarships % Insurance
% Plant Operation & Maintenance % Extra Curricular
% Other


















5. What financial problems does your school face?




Is a pay scale available?
Do you have an annual budget? 2 yr plan 5 yr plan
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Glossary of Islamic Terms
The religion with more than one billion and a half followers,
representing the diversity of mankind. Al-Islam, [The religion] of
peace and submission to the One and Omnipotent Creator, is how it
is written in the Holy Qur'an.
The name of the divine majesty; the One and Omnipotent Creator;
the God without any equal partner.
Knowledge
Call, invitation; usually invitation to faith.
Covenant, way of life.
Detailed law derived from the Qur'an and ahadith (the stories of the
Prophet Mohammed - PBUH); knowledge of Islam through its laws;
science of the laws of Islam.
The name representing the Creator of the Universe [God] has been
misused and when spelled, in reverse, is [dog]. Some religious
scholars in the Jewish and Islamic communities, most noted Imam












Stories of the sayings and experiences of Prophet Mohammed.
Ahadith is the plural form of the of the word hadith.
Literally the travel or journey for a specific purpose; the answer to
the call of Allah (swt) to visit His Blessed House at Mecca (Maldcah
al Mukarxamah), combined with the performance of specified acts of
Piety and worship on the ninth and tenth days of Dhu al Hijja, the
twelfth month of the Hijri (lunar calendar).
That which Allah (swt) has made legitimate.
Literally cover; the proper body covering ofa Muslim male or
female.
Literacy migration; the departure ofthe Prophe, Mohammed (pbuh)
from Mecca (Mekka al Mukarramah) ,„ Yathrib (la,er known as
Madina-,-u, Nabbiy or fc city ofme Prophet_now^^
known as Al-Madina-y-ul Munawarra or the enlightened city);
designation for the Islamic lunar calendar which began on <he day of
that from Makkah al Mukarramah (July 622 AC).
Literally ««„„,., to go back or commemorate.
A*, from aMa, litmlly
Ae comraemoration Qfreadjness
on fte par, ofProphe, Abraham (Ibrahim) and his son Prophe,











month of fasting during which a person gets the opportunity to
cleanse himself, thus signaling a return to the state of untainted
nature as in a newborn child.
A derivative ofamn which means security; in specific terms, a
security that is generated through possessing the conviction that
Allah (swt) is the One and the Only God and Mohammed (pbuh) is
His Final Prophet.
If God wills; with the mercy ofAllah.
Derived from two roots salm, meaning peace and silm, meaning
submission; a commitment to surrender of one's will to the Will of
Allah (swt) and, thus, to be at peace with the Creator and His
Creation.
Literally the utmost effort, struggle or endeavor in the way of Allah.
Literally the Night of Power; see also Qur'an 97:1-5.
The one who consciously submits to Allah Whom he had
already been unconsciously obeying; proper designation ofthe
person who adheres to Islam.
Equivalent to self; represents the essence of ability ofthe person.
The abbreviation for peace be upon him which is itself a loose





peace and blessings ofAHah be upon him). rhis must „ said
whenever the name of ft, Prophet is mentioned Some^^
including Al-Faruqi, prefer ,„ abbreviate i. as "SAAS" or "SAW.'
Literally tha, which is being read and applied a, a!l timeS; the
revved book of,slam, the Word ofAllah transmitted to Prophet
Mohammed (pbuh).
Derived from murrabi, one who teaches and trains; a divine name,
Loving Lord and Commanding Master.
The ninth month ofthe Islamic cafcndar, the ,slamic month of
fasting.
An extension from the Creator to the humanity; commonly
translated as "spirit."
Literal connection; the obligatory daily ritual prayers ofMuslims.
Fasting; see Id ul Fitr.
Literally 'way' and 'path'; the universal and external law.
Literally pattern; the pattern ofAllah (swt); also the path and
example ofProphet Mohammed (pbuh) consisting of all that he said,
did, approved of, or condemned.
Abbreviation for Subnanahu wa Ta'ala; One who is Worthy of











Taharah: Literally purity and cleanliness; the act and state of being clean,
not only physically but also spiritually.






From abadah, literally 'to love ardently'; the utmost love for Allah
(swt).
Literally the nation; the community as identified by its ideology,
law, religion, and group consciousness, ethics and mores, culture
and art.
According to Webster's: an administrative deputy of a king or
magistrate; in Islamic literature, it is commonly used to connote
Khalifat-ul-Allah -vicegerent of Allah (swt).
Act of spiritual and physical cleanliness carried out before ibadah,
i.e. prayers, as specified in the Qur'an and ahadith.
From tazkiyah which means purification; this purification is
attained through the obligatory sharing of wealth with the needy
community.
APPENDIX F
Profile of Imam W. Deen Mohammed
Imam W. Deen Mohammed was born Wallace D. Mohammed on October 30,
1933 to the Nation of Islam's leader, the Honorable Elijah (Poole) Muhammad and Clara
(Evans) Muhammad. He is presently the leader of the largest identifiable constituency of
Muslim Americans, 2.5 million, and is recognized world wide as a Muslim scholar. He is
recognized as the Muslim American spokesman. His promotion of universal human
excellence is well known as he has established genuine dialogue with leaders of
Christianity, Judaism and other faiths. Imam W. Deen Mohammed is a champion of
intellectual freedom and independent thinking. He is a tireless laborer for the interest of
peace and justice throughout the world.
• In 1975 he succeeded his father as the leader of the Nation of Islam with unanimous
support of its followers and ministers and began its transformation to Islam as
practiced by over 1.25 billion Muslims worldwide.
• In 1976 he encouraged Muslims to register to vote in the American political
process; put emphasis on Legacy of African American Freedom Fighters and U.S.
Citizenship as a resource; opened Nation of Islam Membership to all races of
Muslims.
• In 1977 he led the largest delegation of Muslim Americans on Hajj, Pilgrimage to
sacred House in Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
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• In .978, he named the nationa, network ofJslamic schoois, estabUshed by
indigenous African American MusKms, after his mother Sister Cam Muhammad
• in .990, fo,,owingthe invasion ofKuwait by Iraq, attne invitation of Saudi
Arabia, King Fahd Bin Abdulaziz, ,mam Mohammed and a delation trave.ed to
Saud, Arabia in a consuitative role ,„ discuss the concerns ofMus,ims over the Gulf
War.
• In ,992 he toured the Pentagon and addressed Muslims in the U.S. Military and to
Leg,slature-the first ever given by a Muslim.
• In .995 he was se,ec,ed as a President ofthe World Conference on Religion ^
Peace (WCRP).
• I" .996 he too* a delegation of Muslims to Tne Vatican in Rome, Italy, where he
of Staff for Inter-religious Affairs.
and areas under ru,e ofthe Pakstinian^
Vasse, Arafat, visiting Parian cWes, govern^ agencies, hospita, and homes





businessmen and women throughout the economically strained African American
community in the United States.
• In 1997 President Clinton invited him to read the Holy Qur'an at the Presidential
Inauguration Day National Prayer Service.
• In 1999 he addressed a gathering of 100,000 at The Vatican with Pope John Paul II
and The Dalai Lama present on stage.
• In 2001, following the terrorist attacks on The World Trade Center, Imam
Mohammed in the strongest terms denounced the Terrorist Attacks on the United
States as un-Islamic and evil.
• In 2002 he participated in the Conference of Religious Leaders addressing the
devastation on Africa from HIV/AIDS held in Nairobi, Kenya.
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